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Foreword
Among the many writing projects percolating in my brain as we wrap up
production on the 2011 edition of Commonthought is a personal essay titled
“The Year of Pushing Yourself.” The thesis, such as it is at this early stage,
argues that a lifetime of fulfillment begins with one day of pushing yourself,
then one week, then one month, one year, and so on. If we don’t regularly
push up against and far beyond our limits, I mean to say, then we are doing
ourselves a disservice. This has become a guiding philosophy in my own life,
and it’s a philosophy I brought to my Magazine Production classroom this
year.
Back in September, I challenged the students to exceed the stellar accomplishments of last year’s class by getting this magazine out to you before
the winter break. It was no easy feat. There were hundreds of submissions
to review, a brand new layout to design, and a marketing campaign to build
awareness like never before. There were stumbling blocks, of course, but the
students exceeded all of my expectations and the magazine that you hold in
your hands now is the result of three months of hard work and dedication. I
pushed them, and they pushed themselves, and the results are hard to argue
with.
Once again, we are proud to print within our pages the work of students, faculty, and alumni alike. But we are overjoyed to be sharing even more material
with you this year than we did last. Within you will find over one hundred
and twenty pages of poetry, prose, drama, and visual art.
We hope you enjoy this year’s issue of Commonthought, and that you will
consider adding your voice to the magazine next year.
E. Christopher Clark
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Mortal Coils

by Juliet Degree

Soliloquies silently haunting me,
the remembrance of only one line
blooms into another like a double exposure
then fractured in these shattered pieces.
Hamlet’s madness comes through as words
out of order, but present, still tortured.
So in reading my mind turns awry
What if Hamlet’s madness was based on words repeating?
Over and over conﬂicting his soul, because in the end
what’s the point of all this talk
if you lose the name of action?

Glow

Commonthought

by Katharine Vannier

Flicking a finger,
Creating a small ﬂame.
His thumb burning at the proximity.
A downpour cuts through the sky,
Its only goal to extinguish the tiny glow.
He tries his damnedest to shield his sanity,
Even as the thread disintegrates between his rough lips.
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Crippled

by Emily Tavanese

Towering above, I watch him.
Twisted.
Crippled.
Broken.
Down on his knees.
Clutching a bottle, he will not release
another sip to bury a fear in the ground,
addiction bound and
F
A
L
L
I
N
G
down.

The Bare Shadows
by Katie Reuning

Why am I standing in the shadows,
When the sun is over there.
Why am I standing in the shadows,
I’m as cold as a hairless bear.
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Now I walk east,
Towards the ever rising sun.
Now my heart is as warm,
As a freshly baked bun.
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An Expression of Disinterest
by Andrew Chenevert

Staring with unfocused eyes
at a patch of chipped paint
peeling from the wall
and drooping towards the ground,
like so many ﬂowers, starved,
and left to dry in the fuming sun.
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The scratch marks, blotches,
and sun-stained outline of posters
on the oﬀ-white drywall
next to which you sleep
as exploratory hands
chart the topography
of your skin, searching,
ceaselessly, for the smoothest part.
Next, awakened by noon
from church bells striking twelve
and the train, hulking,
industrial serpent,
roaring beneath your bed
nourished by the people
standing inside of its belly.
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“Untitled” by Jessika Coromel
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Fiery Magnificence
by Katharine Vannier

In the silence,
A tiny bud blossoms,
Its emerald leaves giving way
To a murder of fiery petals.
The bones supporting its body
Bend under the weight of its magnificence.
A hand reaches out to right it,
Creating an open air cave around the young one.
The intertwined fingers tighten,
Protecting that stunning life.
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When the sun sets,
The ﬂower will disappear
And the chubby digits that hold it
Will grow thinner,
The palms that cradle it
Will grow larger
Until they wrinkle and curl with age,
And the dimming light takes them both away.
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Autumns Then and Now
by Andrew Chenevert

We took out copies of our favorite books
from libraries to rest and read on benches
that were covered with yellow leaves,
which you brushed oﬀ, resolutely.
We sat under the smell of crisp air and woodsmoke
and you smoked, and I told about how,
when I was younger, I would set traps for girls with
so called “pretty rocks” that I found in my backyard.
I told you about my zero percent success rate
and you laughed, but I’m really not sure if it’s funny.
I told you about elaborate trip wire triggers and wooden benches
where I used to make stew with all the rotten tomatoes and soil I could find.
How, every winter, I left it outside to freeze if only for the pleasure
of cracking its icy surface with my heel or on concrete.
Or the time I found fossils of a long extinct creature
and hid them under a decaying log in the woods.
Scared, I set up a decoy log to deter looters.
I told you about tales of swashbuckling sticksword fights
against my friends or the conveniently invisible
armies of some eternal tyrant who lived in the woods.
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These days I’d rather spend my free time getting drunk
and watching movies with friends, hoping that I end up having sex with
one of them.
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Awake

by Daniel Marquis

Commonthought

“In Sleep we lie all naked and alone,
in Sleep we are united at the heart of night and darkness,
and we are strange and beautiful asleep;
for we are dying the darkness and we know no death.”
- Tom Wolfe
Alex, wake up. It’s time, darling. Alex’s eyes bolted opened. He
recognized the voice instantly as his wife’s, and looked around for her,
knowing, though not for how long exactly, that it had been quite some
time since he’d seen her, though even the reason he had not seen her was
shrouded in mystery as he took in his surroundings.
Everything was either a blinding white or stunning chrome. The
walls were painted in the cleanest-looking white he had ever seen. The
sheets on the bed he was sitting on, white. The curtains that surrounded
him, white. His bed frame and the bars that kept him from falling out of
the bed were a chrome color that matched his bed side table.
“A hospital?” he said to himself as he noticed the IV sticking out of
his arm. Even though he was certain he’d spoken the words, they didn’t
sound the way he had imagined they would, finally noticing the white
tube that had been put down his throat. He then heard the beep, beep,
beep, like an electric metronome that wouldn’t shut itself oﬀ.
Alex reached for the tube and ripped it out of his throat, the bile and
tiny bit of blood that came out with it providing a soothing contrast with
the maniacal white. The incessant beeping began to speed as he grabbed
at the cords that rested glued to his chest. The beep, beep, beep became
one long and perhaps even more annoying beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep,
but Alex found himself glad for the change, even having only heard the
other sound for a few minutes before it changed.
When Alex had removed the wires to his heart monitor, the bars on
his bed rose higher, unbelievably high, trapping him in his bed like a
caged rat, as alarms began to blare outside of his room. Alex shook the
bars that trapped him, making loud banging sounds. A woman with light
brown skin and jet black hair ran in wearing a tiny white hat, a surgical
mask, and a white one piece outfit that cut oﬀ a few inches above her
knees. It was all white. The only reason he could see her was because she
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had so much skin exposed.
Alex screamed and cursed at her. She didn’t seem to be phased by it
as she shoved a needle into Alex’s IV, as he began to feel everything go
foggy. He fell back on his bed, and prepared himself to pass out… prepared himself… prepared… but he didn’t. He had no choice but to look
up, unable to move, as he noticed a film over his eyes that clouded his
vision as he tried to get up, to turn his head, to blink, anything.
“Don’t worry, Alex,” said a man’s voice that he didn’t recognize.
“Your vision is distorted like that because you can’t blink right now; it’s
protecting your eyes from becoming too dry. Now, I need you to listen to
me Alex, you’re going to be like this for the next hour or so and we have
a lot to tell you.” Alex saw a pair of arms moving above him as a clear
sheet of glass was placed a few feet away from his face. Suddenly, an
image appeared on it. It was a woman. She started to speak in an almost
robotic voice…
“Hello ALEX PARISH, congratulations! You’re finally awake after
one hundred and fourteen years of sleep…” One hundred and fourteen
years?! “Please pay close attention! We want to get you started oﬀ right
with your NEW life! You have been asleep for a very long time, and
many things have changed! First, and most importantly, we’ve finally
come up with a cure for sleep! No longer will people spend twenty four
years of their life in sleep. As you lie there, the serum is making its way
through your body!” I’ve been asleep for long enough – I think I can deal with
that. “Secondly, each person who comes out of a coma in the way you
have today is given an apartment and a job to start their new lives in the
future!” The excited woman on the screen went on for several more minutes, ﬂashing pictures on the screen.
Alex watched closely as things raced by that he remembered from before he fell asleep, but they were diﬀerent. How, he couldn’t explain. He
just knew they were diﬀerent. Suddenly a picture ﬂashed on the screen of
something he knew must have happened, but something he didn’t want
to see either way as his Son, Jeﬀ, and his wife, Maria’s graves ﬂashed into
view. She had died at the age of 34, while Jeﬀ had died at 11. Newspaper
articles popped up next which Alex hadn’t expected. They read, “Woman
shoots son while he watches TV and then kills herself in family’s bathroom.” The pictures faded away as the screen went out, and Alex was
completely unable to explain what he felt. Then he heard yet another
unfamiliar voice.
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“Alex…” His voice was relaxing, it calmed him in a way he had not
felt since he’d woken up. The man wrapped his hand around Alex’s. Alex
wanted to pull away, but remembered that he couldn’t. “Alex, I’m sure
you realize, you’ve been asleep for so long. You must understand, your
family is no longer alive. The world out there is mostly like you remember it. I will be here when you’re able to talk if you’d like to.” He left Alex
there, completely alone. He wanted to cry, but it wasn’t working. He figured he had about ten or fifteen minutes left until he could, and realized
that all he wanted to do was sleep. He couldn’t though; he could only lay
there as he watched the unchanging ceiling above him. Time had sped up
on him all too soon, and now it seemed to stop all together.
***
Several days had passed as nurses and doctors went in and out of
Alex’s room, poking and prodding at him as though he was some rare
creature they’d never seen before. The calm-voiced man came in to his
room every day, preparing him for his new life as a man of the future,
showing him how they had selected his job, re-teaching him how to cook.
Then, one day, a nurse entered Alex’s room and told him, “It’s time to
go!”
Alex walked to the main desk and was handed a plastic container
filled with objects from his past – a pair of pants and a t-shirt, a pair of
boots, a jacket, a pair of socks and underwear, his son’s teddy bear that
he couldn’t explain having, and his silver wedding band. He put on his
clothes and left the bear and his ring in the box, and went outside where
a taxi was waiting to take him to his new apartment. The cab was bright
yellow with black checkers all over it, a bright sign that read “TAXI” on
top of it. It surprised him to see how very much the same his new world
was. He placed the plastic box on the seat next to him and the cab took
oﬀ.
The cab drove through the city, and Alex realized that nothing had
really changed. Sure, it was a little brighter; lights were on in every
building even though it was 3AM. Alex recalled that people didn’t need
to sleep anymore as he watched pedestrians duck into restaurants and
shops. He wondered if the places he used to love looked the same on
the inside as the cab slowed up to a curb and stopped. Alex got out and
walked into his new apartment.
When he got inside, he remarked at how very average it was. The
walls were painted light grey, there was a small kitchen that was fully
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stocked, a living room with a sofa and a sheet of glass mounted on the
wall that Alex guessed was the TV, and a bedroom, though there was no
bed inside of it. Only a few more chairs, another television, and a closet
filled with clothes more modern than what he was used to wearing, full
of neon colors and black pants. No jeans or t-shirts like he was used to.
He walked around a little more, and found a note left by someone.
“Hi Alex, hope you’re enjoying your new apartment. We have assigned you to work in an accounting firm around the corner. You are to
arrive by 9AM to start training! Good luck!” There was no signature at
the end of this mysterious letter, as Alex read the address on the letter.
Alex lay down on his sofa and thought to himself, not sure of what
else to do. He let the hours drift by until he was ready to go to work. It
was only 8AM when Alex left his building, but he was at a loss for what
else to do with his time. He’d tried to enjoy his shower rather than rush,
to dress slowly, but the clock just seemed to move at the same pace he
did.
He got to the building that would be his new oﬃce. He had chosen a
dark blue button-up shirt and a bright red tie with tan slacks. When he
got inside he made his way to the receptionist’s desk. The woman sitting
behind it had perfectly curled brown hair, maroon colored lipstick, and
an obviously fake tan that complimented her over-done eye shadow and
mascara. “Hi,” he said. “I’m supposed to be starting here today.”
“I can tell,” the woman snapped at him. Alex wasn’t sure if he’d said
something wrong, but he had to find out where to go still.
“Right… can you tell me where I should be going?” The woman
pointed with a long, curled, pink nail to a black door with a silver handle.
Alex walked through the door and saw cubicle after cubicle. Each one
looked exactly the same on the inside as it did on the outside, with the
exception of a diﬀerent name tag on each. No one was there yet, so Alex
decided to find his own cubicle. It sat at the end of the row, as lonely and
grey as the others. It held a desk with a computer on it, a few drawers,
and an uncomfortable looking rolling chair. Alex sat down in his new
cubicle and took everything in.
A few minutes passed and people started piling through the black
door and going to their respective cubicles. Alex noticed they all had the
same white button-down shirt and black tie and slacks as they shuﬄed
along. He wondered if maybe he was supposed to be wearing the same
thing as them, as he looked down at his outfit. Only a few seconds later,
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he heard someone yell, “PARISH!” from a room at the end of the cubicles.
He went in and saw a red-faced man sitting in the oﬃce that was only a
little bit nicer than his own.
“What the fuck are you wearing?!” the man yelled. My boss? Alex
thought. “You’re going to try an’ tell me you didn’t know what you were
supposed to wear? It’s in your fucking closet! It’s marked “work clothes”
you fucking dumb ass!”
“Well sir, I could go back and…”
“No! Just go back to your cubicle and don’t let it happen again, or
you’ll be looking for a new job!” Alex walked out of the room and back to
his work space. He was embarrassed, knowing that everyone had heard
his boss and was now looking at his clothes. Alex’s desk now had a stack
of papers on it, and he got started pushing papers around and adding
them to his computer. A few hours had passed before a man from the
cubicle next to Alex’s walked over.
“Don’t worry about it… Most people do it on the first day. After a
few days you learn to leave your soul and your personality at the door.
Mark,” he said, extending his hand. Alex shook his hand and went back
to work, too scared to slack oﬀ. “Did you just move here?”
“No, I woke up from a coma a few days ago and, lucky me, they decided I would do well working here.”
“Ha ha, you really got the short end of the deal on this one, huh? I
suppose you would have picked someplace else if you had a choice, but
shit we need more people. Garry over there tends to scare people oﬀ,” he
said, pointing to the oﬃce where Alex had been chewed out only moments before. “I wouldn’t get too worked up about it… You’ll learn to
take his yelling with a grain of salt. He’s just angry because he doesn’t
know what to do with himself when he’s not yelling at people.” Mark
ambled back to his cubicle and started typing away.
After the shift had ended, Alex went over to talk to Mark. “Hey,” he
said. “What do you usually do with all this free time?”
“Oh, you haven’t discovered the television yet, have you? Everything
they’re making nowadays is just so… brilliant. It’s hard to turn away. I almost don’t want to go into work half the time.” Mark left with everyone
else, as Alex followed in the back of the crowd.
Alex decided that he would explore the city. Finding that there wasn’t
much to see, he decided he would stop oﬀ at the first bar he found. It
was dark inside, and smelled like beer had been spilled all over the ﬂoor,
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but at this point Alex was just glad for something familiar. This was the
closest he’d gotten to familiarity since he’d woken up. Alex sat at the bar
and waved his hand. Instantly, a frothy mug of dark ale swung towards
him. He grabbed it and started drinking from the frothy top, sinking back
into that place he’d been in so many years ago. Alex raised his hand three
more times within the next hour, and threw back three more beers. He
felt diﬀerent now, being drunk but not tired. He wanted to be tired; being
tired when he was drunk felt right to him.
“You were drinking again, you bastard! You said you were done!” Alex
heard a voice yell from somewhere in his mind. His wife. He’d never
forgotten those words.
He stumbled back to his boring apartment. He looked at the clock – it
read 12:15AM. He’d started drinking at 6PM. Alex took out the box of
things he’d been given at the hospital. He reached for the teddy bear and
looked at it closely.
“Daddy, please don’t go! I don’t want you to go!”Alex looked at his son as he
walked to the door. His son said nothing, but held the teddy bear up to him. Alex
took the bear and left.
Alex shook his head, finding his way back to reality. He looked at the
bear again. This memory was mysterious to him. He recognized his son,
but not the tears in his eyes, not himself leaving. What was this? What
had he done to make this happen?
Alex sat on his couch and turned on the TV for the first time. Images
ﬂashed on the screen. It was diﬀerent from the television he remembered;
there weren’t any people on it – only colors making various shapes, a
star, a square, triangles, one of those multi-sided shapes he could never
name, and some sort of eerie piano and violin music playing in the background. Alex couldn’t turn away, as much as he wanted to. The images
that danced on the screen were more beautiful than anything Alex had
ever seen, but something about all of this left him feeling utterly empty.
Alex decided it was probably time to make his dinner. He got up and
looked at the clock. It read 8AM. “Shit!” Alex yelled to no one. He took
a shower and then went to his closet. Sure enough, there was an outfit
inside marked Work Clothes. The day at work was just like the day before
(without the yelling), just like it would be the next day, and the day after
that, and so on for years to come.
The work day ended and Alex made his way back to the bar. He
wasn’t sure what he expected to find there anymore. Perhaps a friend,
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perhaps something that would make his life more acceptable in his own
mind. Anything would be a relief. When he got there, he saw a man
sitting at a dimly lit table yelling at people as they passed by, drinking
from a grimy silver ﬂask that he kept pulling out of his jacket pocket. His
hair was white, but he didn’t look old – at least not as old as someone
who might normally have white hair would look. Alex tried not to pay
him any attention as he sat at the bar. He waved his hand as the barkeep
threw him a frosty mug of ale.
Three or four beers later, the man’s yelling was getting to Alex. He
walked over and sat next to the man. “What’s your deal? Why are you
yelling so much?” Alex slurred.
“Whas ma deal? No, whas yoooor deal?”
Alex saw this as an opportunity to vent. He wasn’t sure why, but
he wanted to tell this man everything that had happened to him in his
last two days of being awake. “Look, friend… I woke up from a coma
a couple days ago, and I just haven’t been able to get into the swing of
things. I just miss my family so much…”
“You only been in thish hell holes fer a couple daysh? Shit! Try bein’
here your whole fuckin’ life, and then you can come complain to me!”
Alex got up from the chair. The man was pointing at him and laughing as
Alex stumbled out of the bar and found his way back home.
That night the apartment felt emptier than it had before. Alex had
nothing to come home to; no real purpose. He went back to the box of
things he’d gotten from the hospital and picked up his ring. Suddenly
Alex was staring at himself and his wife in the midst of a heated argument.
“You were drinking again, you bastard! You said you were done!” Alex’s
breath stank of booze, despite trying to cover it up with a box of Altoids. He had
enough of being yelled at by his wife. He swung his hand at her, catching her
cheek with the back of his hand and knocking her to the ground. She sat there on
the ﬂoor, sobbing and holding the side of her face. She pulled oﬀ her wedding ring
and dropped it on the ground. Alex threw a few things in a bag and made his
way for the door.
“Daddy, please don’t go! I don’t want you to go!”Alex looked at his son as he
walked to the door. His son said nothing, but held the teddy bear up to him. Alex
took the bear and left.
He walked to his favorite pub and started to drink more, even though he’d
been there only hours before. “Leave the bottle,” he told the bartender as he
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“Winter Trees” by Katharine Vannier
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ﬁnished yet another bottle of rum. After a while, the bartender escorted Alex
outside. He walked around aimlessly, wishing only for something more to drink
to numb his feelings. He stumbled into an alley and hit his head.
Alex wasn’t sure why, but he knew this was the last time he was
awake in his world, the last time everything was the way it was supposed to be. Alex looked at his television, but didn’t turn it on. He
walked to the wall and pulled it oﬀ. He opened his window and threw it
out. He heard it crash on the ground as a car alarm began to blare.
Alex walked to the kitchen and pulled open the drawer with the cutlery. He picked the sharpest looking knife: a serrated shaving knife with a
silver blade and chrome handle. It was perfectly elegant. He grabbed his
wedding band and put it on his finger. Then he took the teddy bear and
walked into the bathroom. He sat in the shower and turned it on hot, still
fully clothed. He sat in a fetal position as he clutched the teddy bear with
his ringed hand. He was crying as, with the other hand, he dragged the
knife across his throat, blood trickling slowly onto the white ﬂoor of the
shower, providing that contrast he loved between being awake and going
to sleep.
Finally, the sleep he’d wanted for so long…
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Shomerim* at Birkenau
by KB Ballentine

Tagged with the numbers scarred
on my grandmother’s arm, I step through
the open gate once barred against her.
Crass browns assail scarlet and gold,
the treasure of trees condemned to scatter
paths, to be raked and burned in piles.
North winds seize summer’s moisture, dawn
and dusk drier, colder. Sky crouches closer,
buildings lean in, cling to earth.
A ﬂy frisks my face, lone reminder of the swarms
these fields once fueled. Concrete walls chill
afternoon heat, tourists bumping the tight spaces.
Blackened ovens crumble into dirt,
rust staining ash. Voices from the past
and present mingle, whisper together the Kaddish.
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*guardians or keepers of the dead
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Worlds

by Sara Clark

Still film cameras are made up of a trinity of elements: the optical, the
chemical, and the mechanical. Light enters the lens and bends towards
the center of the glass, sliding down the convex curve. As it exits the
glass the shutter opens; the mechanical body fills with light. Silver-halide
crystals vibrate within a layer of gelatin boiled from the bones of cows.
Crystals react to electromagnetic radiation and a chemical record of light
is stamped onto celluloid film.
***
In the old album, there are three pictures of me. In the first, I am on
top of the world.
I am sitting on the globe because I am afraid of heights. My father
stands next to me—the top of my head is level with his collarbone. His
hand hovers behind my back, to catch me in case I shift too far and tumble down Europe’s spine. My hair is almost blonde in the light, fizzled
into frayed coppery filaments, tugged back into a tight ponytail.
I remember the heat of the ball. It scorches my thighs. I am baking
on top of a marble earth, crisping under the sun. My skin sticks to the
surface, like cellophane against a hot tray. I worry that the rubber heels of
my white sneakers will melt against the world and my socks are soaked
in sweat. I do not mind. I am enthralled with the world I watched, the
crowd in their jean shorts and white t-shirts.
Everything is supernova bright.
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***
Sensory information is gathered from an environmental stimulus.
The look of old leather goes to the eyes. The smell of dust and sebum,
the nose. The crackle of yellowing paper, the ears, the taste of decomposing plastic, the tongue, the feel of a beaten spine, fingertips. Information
travels to the frontal cortex and the hippocampus and is encoded into
memory with electricity and chemicals. Electrical pulses chariot information through nerve cells until they reach a synapse—a gap between cells,
river-wide. Dendrites receive the impulses and release neurotransmitters,
chemicals to ferry information across the chasm. The memory is encoded
into the brain in less than a second.
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***
The second photo is from the circus. I am just a little older than I
was when I ruled the world because my hair is smoothed down and
clipped back with a red barrette. My father leans into the picture; the
ﬂash washes us out and we look bloodless. I couldn’t tell you about the
main act, or the trapeze (for I am certain there was a trapeze—it’s in the
program booklet, tucked in the bottom row of the bookshelf). When the
lights go down to signal the start of the show, the encapsulating darkness
rubs against me like cotton; the arena is no bigger than a shoebox full of
photos. Lights from whirligigs and electronic wands shimmer randomly,
creating haphazard patterns in front of my eyes. The entire place thrums,
humming like a coﬃn filled with hornets. My father is hidden in the
black, absorbed by the buzz of a thousand human mouths. I feel very
small. It was the last time I saw the Greatest Show on Earth. I lied to my
mother and told her I was too old. Really, I was afraid of the clowns, their
painted faces, the snap of their red smudged jaws.
***
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Somewhere, a star dies.
The reverberations of the supernova cause the nebula to rotate, fast,
faster. Dust and gas from old stars spin, the hydrogen molecular cloud
collapses. The Sun forms and burns. An accretion disc whirls around
the newborn Sun. The dust contains many particles: gigaannum, nickel,
hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, sulfur. Soon there will
be the embryos of planets. Soon the Earth’s crust will cool. Soon a meteor
will smash into it and chip oﬀ a piece. Soon there will be life out of dust.
Soon— a billion lifetimes. The ashes contain what is needed.
***
The last picture was taken by a stranger, because all three of us are in
the photograph.
We pose behind the metal cutouts of gingerbread families, smiling.
We are at the amusement park in New Hampshire, the three of us. I
remember: my hair is wild and smells like pine trees. There is the sweet
taste of gingerbread in my mouth. I spend the day orbiting my parents,
our hands interlocked like the segments of a chain. My fingers dangle
loosely from my father’s; I can feel my mother’s gold bracelets under the
ﬂeshy pad of my thumb. It is warm, and soft, and wonderful.
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“Seer” by Rachael Johnson
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***
In the end everything is made out of something simple. There is little
wonder in particles. Memory is simply an electric impulse. Photographs
are the reﬂections of a certain pattern of light. The Earth is made from
cosmic waste. Insignificant. A tic in the brain. A trick of the light. A big
coincidence.
And yet, they are the foundation of worlds. Atoms. Chemicals.
Stardust.
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Like the Smoke Around a Burning Cigarette
by Jamie Worcester

Like the smoke around a cigarette burning
In the beginning you and I, my friend, were strong

And we went

Up

Up

Up

and away

Like the smoke around a cigarette burning

We had no pattern
As far as the eyes are concerned that’s what makes it so mesmerizing
That there is no pattern

Focusing too much on where it will be next
As molecules

s e p a r a t e
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We had to dissipate before finding the end, as nature goes,
And evaporate back into the comfort of our surroundings
satisfied.
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Sugar and Violets
by Patrick Phelan
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I refuse.
To use words as my escape.
A way to forget all that has happened.
And to heal the scars and bruises you left on me.
No pen could make me forget your hand wrapped around me
Tightly.
Painful.
The imprint hasn’t gone yet.
I see your fingerprints on me when I look in the mirror.
Marlboro marks on my arms.
A hole in my chest.
No more.
I won’t write to Dear Abby.
I won’t sit and wait for you to change.
Holding onto the idea that you love me.
Somewhere deep down inside.
Deeper then the kitchen knife I put in your side when you reached
out for me last night.
One wound doesn’t negate all the ones you gave me.
But it’s a start.
So stand there with your hand staunching the blood.
It still runs through though.
Believe me I know.
But you didn’t.
Your grip wasn’t as tight as you thought.
You forgot I could fight back.
Now I’m free and I refuse.
To use my words for anything but a reminder.
That you will not hold me down.
That I am not your pretty, little play thing.
I am me.
And I will not submit.
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02134

by Sara Burgess

Our lives do not rely on borrowed times,
we do not concern ourselves with nothing
or what could be in place of it. We simply
exist under overhangs.
We do not concern ourselves with nothing.
We become free from the tensions in the days
that we exist under overhangs.
In that way, we are all the same.
We become free from the tensions that don’t
leave the B train. We roll around in the dirt
and in that way, we are all the same
writing, pretending to be more than we are.
Leave the B train. Roll around in the dirt,
talk about the time spent
writing, pretending to be more than we are.
More than drunks with overdue rent.
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Let’s talk about the time spent
collecting five-cent beer cans, trying to
be more than drunks with overdue rent.
No one will read our story.
Collecting five-cent beer cans, trying to
save enough to buy some reason, we know
no one will read our story that has been
covered in a thin film of sweat, or smoke.
To save enough to buy some reason, we know
there are sacrifices and struggles. We are broke,
covered in a thin film of sweat, or smoke,
but satisfied with the company.
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There are sacrifices and struggles. We are broke,
though not devoid of purpose. We are
satisfied with the company of those
gathered on the stoop, taking in the now.
We are not devoid of purpose. We are
simply letting go. Of ourselves, of time.
gathered on the stoop, taking in the now
fallen summer’s sun.
Simply letting go, of ourselves, of time,
or what could be in place of it. We simply
watch the fallen summer’s sun, for
our lives do not rely on borrowed times.
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“Don’t Wanna Go Home” by Steven Poreca
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Nightmares

by Anonymous

Drenched in sweat
Heart racing
Alone in the dark
Mind pacing
Hide under a street light
Hard breathing
Run into the darkness
Mind screaming
Look back toward the shadows
Paranoia taking
Over your thoughts
Imagination’s making
Run far and fast
Creatures gaining
Trip over the air
Skin scraping
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Get up! Get up!
They’re coming
Try to survive
Creatures rumbling
Can’t get away
Legs failing
The road so long
Claws ﬂailing
Wake up to the dark
Heart racing
Alone in the dark
Mind pacing

“Balz,” “Ricky,” and “Chris” by Caitlin Tupper
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“Hooking Up” Aubade
By Lisa DeSiro

We fool around after the after-party,
eyes half-closed, mouths mumbling.
He fumbles, caressing without
undressing. I unbutton, unbuckle, do
the usual. Then he dozes oﬀ, snoring.
I lie wide awake as the summer dawn
nudges its way through the open window.
What a cliché: bird calls, breezes,
supine wheezes… I’m dreaming
when he — early riser, no alarm required —
lurches out of bed. Slinging his guitar
across his bare body, he starts singing,
rustic but in tune. Although I need to pee
I stay snuggled in the sheets, rapt.
He stacks music on my stomach,
piles of chord progressions with lyrics.
In my dream a man attacked me,
another man ran to rescue me,
and both were him. I turned away
from them, found myself facing

and it became clear: she wasn’t the intended;
she was never the prize he wanted to win.
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a mirror, peering through tears
at the blurry image there — not my own
reﬂection — a younger woman
trying on a bridal veil. She blinked
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The Carcass of the Ghost

Commonthought

by E. Christopher Clark

It was only a matter of time before Franny had to kill her brother.
They sat in her car, in a parking lot oﬀ the Daniel Webster Highway, and
while he stared at the door to the record store, her gaze was fixed on the
glove compartment. That was where she’d hidden the gun she’d bought
at a Salem pawn shop while he watched the dogs race at Rockingham
Park. That was where her ticket to the future lay, the key to unshackle her
from the chains of their past. She closed her eyes and prayed that they
would leave soon, that they would get on with the third and final act of
third-rate production they called their life.
“Maybe she isn’t coming,” she told her brother.
He said nothing, had nothing to say.
“Are you sure it was ten years?” she asked. “Not fifteen? Not twenty?”
He fiddled with the cracked CD case in his hands, opened and closed
the lid of it. Under his breath, he mumbled something that sounded
vaguely like, “She promised.”
“Promised what?” said Franny. “Promised a fifteen year old boy that,
in ten years, they’d see who chose the better bootleg?”
Franny’s brother grunted.
“Don’t you think you’re taking the whole thing a tad too literally?”
He grunted again, then laid his head on the dash. His fingers played
with the latch on the glove compartment.
“Let’s go home,” said Franny.
Her brother sat up straight and stared her down. His eyes were already dead. She wished she could have shot the poor wretch right there,
put him out of his misery. “Don’t you remember that night?” he said.
“Don’t you remember? You were right there. It wasn’t... I’m not—”
She placed two fingers on his lips to quiet him. She remembered all
too well, try as she had to forget. “She isn’t coming,” said Franny. But in
the silence that followed her proclamation came the sign he’d been waiting for, the proof that she was wrong.
The car shook at the deafening pop of an exhaust system backfiring behind them. Franny’s brother whipped his head around to see who
had come, but he already knew. Franny could see in his eyes, in the split
second before he turned, that he knew. And then, there it was, the specter
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of the past that should not have been: a purple Harley with a green ﬂame
job and a misfit couple sitting astride it. And, as if she needed to provide
further proof, the woman on the bike pulled a CD case from her pocket.
“It’s them,” shouted Franny’s brother, slapping his sister on the
shoulder. “It’s her.”
The bike tore oﬀ out of the parking lot and through the next one over,
the only way to head north.
“C’mon!”
Franny thought of protesting, thought of telling him that they didn’t
need to do this, but she knew that was a lie, and even as she thought this
she was putting the car into gear.
Franny followed the bike up the D.W., the lights staying or turning green all along the route, as if the god of traﬃc, that usually spiteful
sprite, was trying to speed them on their way. And, as she followed it, a
small part of her brain could not help but drift backwards in time. Ten
years ago, in this same car, Franny had sat in that same parking lot, waiting for her brother to emerge. The only diﬀerence then was the record
store itself. Back in the day, it had been a hole-in-the-wall indie, known
for its bootlegs above all else. Now, it was just another link in a failing
regional chain.
Ten years ago, she had watched them emerge from the shop, her
brother and a girl that Franny did not know. Franny had watched them
argue—it was playful, but it was still an argument—and then she had
watched that same bike whisk the girl away, the girl’s arms wrapped
around the waist of someone who was not Franny’s crestfallen brother.
“Ten years,” her brother had told her, as he slipped back into the car. “Ten
years,” he said. “We’ll see.”
A hand on her shoulder brought her back to here and now. “The turnpike,” said her brother. “They’re getting onto the turnpike.”
This had happened before, too. Franny remembered all too well the
race up the Everett Turnpike, the way they sped through the New Hampshire night until lurching to a stop at the toll plaza in Merrimack, where
there was no change to be found in their car. She remembered how her
brother had cursed as the bike disappeared around the bend, how the
booth attendant had chided him for doing so, and how they’d searched
until dawn for that motorcycle and the pair that had ﬂed on top of it.
Franny and her brother were driving down the same dirt road now,
but the bike had not lost them this time. No. In fact, it now occurred
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to Franny that the bike had seemed to want them to follow it, that it
had slowed down, however slightly, at every turn where they might
have been separated. Franny shot a glance at her brother. His eyes were
screwed up in concentration, his gaze fixed, as ever, on the bike.
“Why does it look like there’s only one of them on the bike now?” he
asked.
Now Franny squinted, too. And, sure enough, it seemed as if there
was only one black rider upon the steel horse now.
“Wait,” said her brother. “Now there’s nobody. Now there’s....”
But what he meant to say never came, for the bike had vanished from
the road as if by the will or the wand of some wizard lurking in the pines
around them. They drove on, her brother in stunned silence.
When they came to the driveway where they had come before, their
headlights shone bright on the same decrepit colonial, heaps of rusted
ornaments littering the lawn, a half-dozen for each season, for each holiday. And then Franny and her brother saw it. Set amidst that refuse, laid
bare on its side, was what had to be facsimile of the motorcycle they had
just chased. It could not be the same one, Franny’s brother told her. There
were no tires on it, for Christ’s sake. The headlamp was broken. And
there was gash across the seat, stuﬃng bleeding out of it.
Franny parked the car, but she kept it running. And, as her brother
unbuckled himself to get out, she gave him his last chance. “Let’s go
home,” she said.
But he ignored her, as she knew he would, as she knew he must.
Franny watched him pace through the light of her car’s high beams,
unable to even approach the carcass of the ghost they had just chased.
He was crying out there as she opened the glove compartment, as she
checked that the gun was still loaded.
She looked away from him, staring instead at the darkened windows
of the house. Franny had not known for sure what happened in there on
that night, as the rising sun was changing black sky to blue. She had not
known exactly what her brother and the other man had done with the
girl inside those walls. But years later, when Franny screamed like she’d
heard that girl scream, she knew that it was not a trick of the ears, as
her brother had claimed, that it was not a game, or that, if it was, it was
rigged, as all games between boys and girls have been and always will
be.
Her brother jumped at the sound of her door opening. “Christ,” he
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“Behind the Music” by Linda Cohen
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said, “You scared me.”
She made no secret of the gun in her hand as she rounded the car
and stood before him. But he did not notice it. His head was still turned
toward the corpse of the motorcycle. “What’s up?” he said.
“Do you remember?” said Franny. “Or is it all a blur?”
“I remember that we came here,” he said. “I remember that I went in
when she curled a finger in my direction, when she beckoned me to follow. I remember a beer or two. But,” he said. “After that... After that, it is
a blur.”
“I remember,” said Franny, raising the gun. “I won’t ever forget.”
“Franny,” he said, his head still turned from her, his eyes still not seeing. “I... I can’t—”
She pulled the trigger and shut him up for the last time. And as his
body collapsed to the ground, she fired four more times, punctuating
each blast with a single word. “Die,” she said. “Die! Die! Die!”
Up in the house, a single window now came aglow. Franny looked
up at it as someone peeked through the curtains. The girl stood in the
window, pushing her hair out of her eyes and nodding at Franny. Franny
nodded back.
Just before she backed out of the driveway, Franny saw the girl descending the front steps with a shovel in hand.
Franny looked at her brother’s body one last time, and then drove
away, the words “Goodbye, John” ready on her tongue, but never making it past her lips.
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The First Time I Killed An Animal
by Anonymous

There was blood everywhere.
It steamed in the night air.
I watched her take her final breath,
eyes dilated,
her pulse,
began
to stop.
I didn’t mean to hit her.
She was still warm when I dragged her to the side of the road,
tan fur, and tears, all over my clothes.

anticipation
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by Kelly Gullage

sitting silently staring oﬀ in slow motion
sipping at an endless mug
staring still at the slipping sea of the sky
a timeless trick of the light
tensed on this totem taunting eternity
white slick tendons grip to truth
the sole constant amid the frenzy
tick tick tick
steady sips match metronomic drips
diluted desire
tight tangles in sharp shoulders
all that remains to stabilise space
slip crack
don’t try to take it back
saintless stains spittle in the emptiness.
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TONGUE OF SECLUSION
by Kristen Ritchie

Taste is her eye like postcards from
Bora Bora
Lifted on winded sand - a peak
reprise
Which bends and breathes in silver
line - the month of May.
The drifting spine of clinging trees
tops hills of static - evergreen.
Taste in her like bangled arms
gyrating metal - rat a tat tat.
Head of silk sprinting - parallel
image on Camel’s back.
Taste in you like lotus ﬂoating in a
water pail - Taste.
Gypsy soul - head of hearts oﬀ the
shores of Polynesian fate.
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“Maui” by Young Song
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The Dragon

by Michael A. Luna

Once upon an afternoon, while I gazed up at the Moon,
Glancing down and typing prose ripped-oﬀ from tales of ancient lore,
While I sat there, plagiarizing, a tingle in my throat was rising.
And the park bench, on which I was sitting, shook as I sneezed a sneeze
Louder than any mortal had dared to sneeze before.
I sniﬄed then . . . and nothing more.
Ah, distinctly, I recall, it was September—the Fall,
And all the trees, short and tall, began to shed the reddened leaves
they bore.
As the leaves fell down to earth, they inspired in me mirth,
That then led to laughter, akin to the birth of a joke
Of the “that’s what she said” type, which I heard in a hardware store.
Home Depot, I thought . . . and nothing more.
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To my surprise, my sneeze had attracted, something large that then acted
Like a jackhammer compacted against a titanium ﬂoor.
Then my laptop started laggin’, and I glanced up to behold a Dragon,
Its lavender scales shimmering just like the fangs it bore,
Its teeth whiter than the Moon, perhaps even more.
And then I thought, I’m dead, for sure!
M’laptop had then overloaded, the screen cracking ‘fore it exploded
Into shards that, should be noted, whizzed past my face right before
This Dragon did lunge forth, taking into its massive mouth
The remnants of my laptop, which it munched and crunched before
It swallowed the scraps of metal and burped louder than
my father’s snore.
And, again, I thought, I’m dead for sure!
Then, the Dragon made a noise, similar to one of those toys—
A cell phone, rather, that annoys you with its rumbling you
cannot ignore.
The Dragon let out this growl, accompanied by a scowl,
Making its brow look like a towel lying furrowed on the ﬂoor.
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Not screaming at this point was becoming quite a chore.
And then, I thought, I’m really dead! Really dead for sure . . .
But then, the Dragon’s lips did close, and sparks of ﬂame ﬂared from
its nose,
And then the creature at last rose upon its hind legs, almost twelve feet
above the grassy ﬂoor.
In the moonlight, I saw its . . . hips, and its fiery red . . . lips,
And blue . . . eyelids—lashes with curled tips—and the bang-like
horns that its forehead bore.
She possessed a sort of . . . beauty that I’d never seen before—
And emerald eyes that one . . . could not ignore.
And then I couldn’t stop from gawking at what would make
Steven Hawking
Fall from his chair if he heard talking of the unique feature that
this creature bore.
Her underside, furrowed and pink, just like her wings’ inner kink,
Advertized lumps that one would think, a lizard’s chest simply
could not store:
Unblemished breasts, lacking that which infants suckle to obtain
the milk they store.
They were large . . . and something more!

At this point, my mind was screaming, for no living human being
Was ever blessed with seeing a talking Dragon before!
But my mind screamed for another reason; in terms of logic,
this was treason:
For in this September season, what did this Dragon implore,
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Having gotten my . . . attention—oh, and this I have to mention:
That this Dragon, in suspension, spoke English with the accent of
a Spanish Moor.
She spoke to me in such a voice—and with these words of careful choice,
I describe this creature, of course: she put Heaven’s choir to shame
for sure!
An adjective would not justify the majesty that her three words bore . . .
Quoth the Dragon, “Open the door.”
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What did this . . . rare and radiant Dragon possibly implore,
When she spouted, “Open the door.”?
“Excuse me,” I asked, “what is your name?” Yes, I sounded rather lame,
But my question was still tame, unlike this beast I sat before.
“Calida is my name,” she said, “I am a Dragoness when fed
A slice of meat from a deer dead did spit the meat upon the ﬂoor.
Then I spat a burst of ﬂame, making ashes on the ﬂoor.
The taste of meat, I do abhor.”
“A vegetarian?” I asked. “Yes,” she said, “and I was tasked,
To make sure that I unmasked your senses and all mysteries explore.”
“What does that mean?” I asked, up-starting. “It means,” she said,
“you must be parting
With the stereotypes that are hurting your heart, which your hatred
did bore.
I am not a monster as they say in those tales of ancient lore.
That’s what I meant by: Open the door.”
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“Exploring mysteries?” said I. She asked: “Would you rather die,
Than with me traverse the Sky that most mortals see only when
they snore?”
“Traverse the Sky?” I asked the Dragon. She said: “Yes, and I ain’t
braggin’
But I can show you things that you have never seen before!”
“You can show me things I’ve . . . never seen?” I did implore.
Her eyelids lowered, and she murmured, “And even more . . .”
“Harlot!” said I. “Thing of lust! Though you have . . . an . . .
ample . . . bust . . .
Forgive me but I must decline . . . though you are . . . hot for one
who walks on all fours . . .”
“Well,” she said, “you cannot choose, for I shall become your Muse,
And all your freedom you shall lose as I shift your mind away from
tales of ancient lore.
I will show you things far better than those stupid tales of ancient lore!
And I can show you . . . even more . . .”
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“Harlot!” said I. “Thing of lust! Though you have . . . an exquisite bust . . .
Unhand me, you simply must! Your claws hurt worse than any booster
shot I’ve ever had before!
Though you are a shapely Dragon, and you gyrate like a wagon
And your breasts certainly aren’t saggin’, your forgiveness I implore.
Of the Sky you speak of, I wish not to take a tour.
Put me down, and nothing more!”
Her wings she had begun to ﬂap, but seeing me: a suﬀering sap,
Struggling inside the gap between her talons of sharpness never
felt before,
Calida then put me down, and her lips became a frown—
Her red lips befit the sad clown from that opera with that famous score.
I heard about that opera at the age of four.
As a youth . . . it made me snore . . .
“Calida,” I said, clasping her claw, staring into her eyes with awe,
For in those emerald spheres I saw love that I’d never known before.
“I would be . . . honored, and I choose, for you to act as my Muse.”
“Then I,” she said, wiping her nose, “will show you tales rivaling
those of ancient lore.
Nay, far better than those tales of ancient lore!”
Her eyelids lowered, and she murmured: “And even more . . .”

Nowadays, I’ll take a walk, and Calida, like a hawk,
Will swoop down and seize me by the lock of my hair and charge me
with some laborious chore.
She will describe a scene to me—or dialogue, it might be—
In either case, I am not free from her musings, especially while I snore . . .
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If one has not yet deduced: on that day, I was seduced
By Calida’s charm, which induced an aﬃnity for those scaly
beasts of yore.
And so as homage often spoken, and a promise never broken,
A treasure like a Chuck E. Cheese token made of gold, which the
earth’s bosom bore,
I write this poem in her honor—an ode never written before,
Merely this . . . and nothing more.
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Inspiration strikes like an egg upon the ﬂoor,
Much like that pile of ash upon Calida’s kitchen ﬂoor.
And she is my Muse forever more.
Similar to the stalking by Calida while I’m walking,
Is her incessant need for talking as warm water from the shower
does pour . . .
She bothers me while in the shower, her inspirational power
Thus disturbing my waking hour with images of duels, magic and war,
Intricate stories of love and war—
Love that heroes often fight for.
A walk or a shower, in either case, when my mind begins to race,
The images will vanish without a trace, if I don’t write them down
before . . .
Calida gets impatient and, with a snap, turns those images into crap,
Then settles down to take a nap on an island, near the sandy shore,
Where she had ended the tour
Of the Sky, years before.
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On one end of that fabled isle is a stone structure, a rounded pile—
A coliseum, where, for a while, we dueled sword-to-claw—
no blood or gore.
The other end houses a cave, its inner walls and ceiling paved
With diamonds shining and unscathed, like her emerald eyes, eerie as
the plutonian shore.
That line, Edgar, I thank you for.
And thank you as well, mythic lore.
And Calida, often napping, when her bat-like wings aren’t ﬂapping
In pursuit of my entrapping as I walk, shower, or snore—
Thus remains in my Mind’s Realm, acting as Captain at the helm
Of my imagination when I’m “in the Zone”—her presence is
never a bore.
I write this in thanks to her tour.
—A happy slave forever more.
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Broken Bones
by Elisa Pompeo

Feeling numb.
Feel the soft waves of nausea running through.
Breaking me down in parts.
Your face resides.
My mind is tired but keeps going.
Eyes they weep. But silently behind the makeup.
Me and you, we keep it dragging on.
Why be so mean and be so lean, on everything.
Take me away, away, away, away now.
Breathe on me, breathe, oh breath, oh breath on me now.
Tell me you’re ok, ok, ok, ok now.
I don’t want to cry, anymore.
Feeling numb.
Feeling heavy guilt run through me.
Melting down. I can’t explain myself, anymore.
I don’t want to burden anymore. Repetition kills me softly.
I want to ﬂy.
I want say goodbye, to the pain, the pain I can not explain.
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Take me away, away, away, away now.
Breathe on me, breath, oh breath, oh breath on me now.
Tell me we are ok, ok, ok, ok now.
I don’t want to cry anymore.
I don’t want to waste anymore.
I don’t want to wonder anymore.
I don’t want to sulk anymore.
I don’t want to guilt anymore.
I don’t want to die anymore.
I don’t want drift anymore.
I don’t want to feel anymore,
But you.
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“Under-Where” by Josh Mayhew
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Under-Where

by Jamie Worcester
“Has anyone seen my underwear?”
“I saw them! They grew a pair
of legs in them, and then walked oﬀ!
They stomped on by and took your socks!”
“But how my friend, could that be?
How could a pair
of underwear ﬂee?”
“Maybe they were mad at you.
For he took your socks
and your shoes!”
“He took my shoes away from me?”
“Perhaps he wanted company.”
“But since I’ve bought them I’ve been true
and they treat me this way
out of the blue?”

“I want them back! I still care!
Oh where art thou
underwear?”
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“Maybe not enough
attention was given,
you didn’t care
that you’re underwear was livin’.”
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Spartacus

by Katherine Strumm
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I feel my Blackberry buzzing against my hip.
“Did you locate the target?” Mack doesn’t waste any time. He always
cuts right to the chase. I like that about him. Or, at least I respected it.
“I haven’t spotted him yet. I’ll page you when I secure the target.”
“Page me? Is this 1996?” Mack chimed in without missing a beat.
Click.
Maybe hanging up on him will make my point. Probably not.
Time to work.
South Station. 5:34 P.M. Wednesday. Rush hour to the max. All I have
to do is secure and apprehend the target. My team has me covered after
that. I just have to find him.
Scanning the crowd.
Three nurses walk by, wrinkled scrubs and matte black clogs. A
gaggle of guys in business suits, who look more like Donald Trump than
Willy Loman. A couple wearing biodegradable shoes and hemp shirts.
Evenly distributed in the crowd are slightly frazzled college students.
But I don’t see the target.
The informant said the target would arrive at 5:30. Where is he?
Wait. That sweater. It’s a dead giveaway. Brightly colored geometric
shapes haphazardly strewn on a navy blue background.
That’s him. It’s got to be him. It all matches up. About 6’1”, Black hair,
mid-70s. I have to try.
“Excuse me, Bill Cosby?” I hope my voice is as calculated and authoritative out loud as it sounds in my head.
He turns, looking all sorts like a deer in the headlights.
“Yes, I’m Bill Cosby.”
I have secured the target. My team will be here in seconds.
“No, I’m Bill Cosby,” a sharply dressed business man says, turning to
reveal his face. Bill Cosby’s face.
“No, I’m Bill Cosby,” a young woman in sweats pushing a stroller
declares, turning and showing that both she and her toddler have Bill
Cosby’s face.
With that, hoards of nondescript commuters - old, young, tall, short,
fat, skinny - turned, declaring themselves Bill Cosby.
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“Untitled” by Kristin Musser
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And they were.
I know I failed my mission.
My team isn’t coming to cover me.
I know I’m not going to leave this station, unless I leave in a body
bag.
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Crucified

by Mark Mazzenga
CHARACTERS
JESUS, the crucified version, early to mid 30’s.
MAN, early 30’s, slightly out of shape.

The scene is the interior of a church. Inside a church, a shirtless JESUS
stands on a chair his arms spread wide. A crown of thorns rests on his
head, which is slumped to one side. His eyes are closed. On either side of
him are lit candles and a kneeling bench.
A MAN (30s) shuﬄes in and pauses in front of the “crucifix.” He makes
the sign of the cross and bows his head. He then walks over to an unlit
candle and lights it. He takes his place at the kneeling bench.
MAN
Dear God, I know it has been a while since we last spoke. And
I’m not even sure if—-if I remember how to pray. (pauses; grief
stricken) “Our father, who art in Heaven… hallowed…
The man begins to sob uncontrollably into his hands.

Please, don’t do that.

JESUS

The man stumbles back startled. Looking up at the ceiling and scanning
the room.
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What? Who said that?

MAN

JESUS
Up here. I was just asking you to stop with the water works. I
mean, not to sound insensitive but, as you can imagine, I get that
A LOT. Day after day, people crying. I know I’m not much to look
at but... it’s depressing.
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MAN
This can’t- can’t be happening. Are you… are you real?
JESUS
(angelic voice)
Rise my son and walk towards me.
The man slowly picks himself up oﬀ the ﬂoor and tentatively approaches
the cross.

Extend your hand….

JESUS

The man begins to extend his hand and pulls back.
MAN
You’re—You’re not going to have me dip my hands in your
wounds are you?
JESUS
Is that what you thought? No, I just have this CRAZY itch on my
back that has been nagging me for days now. If you could just…
The man tentatively reaches out and begins scratching Christ’s back.
Christ wriggles like a cat being pet.
JESUS
Ahhhh… Thank you, that really is so much better. So, what is
with all the tears?
Man walks back to kneeler and begins to kneel.

Jesus looks up at his own hands and back towards the man.
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MAN
Actually do you mind if I stand? The kneeling hurts my knees.
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Your KNEES hurt?

JESUS

MAN
You know what, I’m fine. I’ll just kneel. (Gets back into praying
mood) Dear Lord. Please look after Jim…

Ah, your brother.

Yes. He—He is dying.

Cancer.

JESUS

MAN

JESUS

MAN
The doctors say it’s terminal, but they make mistakes all the time.
Do you know how many scalpels are left inside patients after
surgery? And then they have to nerve to say things like—
JESUS
“Your brother doesn’t have much time left.”
MAN
Right. It’s as if they think they are—
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God?

JESUS

MAN
Exactly! I mean, he has done everything they’ve asked. Surgeries, chemo, radiation and never once did he complain. He doesn’t
deserve this! He is too young—JESUS
They say only the good die young.
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MAN
Only the good die young? I come here spilling my guts to you
and all you have for me are friggin’ cliché Billy Joel lyrics?
JESUS
(booming God voice)
WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE!

I’m—I’m sorry.

MAN

JESUS
What I’m trying to say is your brother is a good man. He’ll be
looked after.
MAN
I’m being punished aren’t I? For what I’ve done, or rather what I
didn’t do.
JESUS
I know it would seem to make more sense if that were the case
but you aren’t being pun—-

I’ll come to church!

Pardon?

MAN

JESUS

MAN
Every week! I’ll come to church every week.

Do what?

MAN
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Don’t do this.

JESUS
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JESUS
This plea bargain stuﬀ. Where you tell me you’ll come to church
every week or you’ll never eat pepperoni pizza during Lent again
or you’ll stop ogling the hot Starbuck’s barista.
MAN
But I’ll do it. I’ll do whatever it takes. I know I messed up but
give me a chance! There is still time, he isn’t dead yet.
JESUS
This isn’t about you. No matter what you do... Jim IS going to die.
Man sobs uncontrollably again, then abruptly stops.

You can have me.

Excuse me?

MAN

JESUS

MAN
I want you to take my life instead. I mean it makes more sense,
right? I’m the one without the wife and kids. I’m the one who left
town when Mom died because I was too afraid to stay... and it
was Jimmy— Jimmy who took Pop in and cared for him. I’m the
loner. I’m the coward and after Jimmy dies, well, I’ll have nothing
left. Take ME! I’m the one you want!
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Jesus shrugs his shoulders.

OK.

OK?

JESUS

MAN

JESUS
Yeah, you’re right. What do you have to live for? So let’s do it.
Your life for his.

I know.
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MAN
Really? Because I’m serious you know.
JESUS

MAN
I’m not afraid. I’m ready to go to heaven.
JESUS
HEAVEN? Is THAT where you think you are going?
MAN
Well yeah, I mean I know I’ve made some mistakes but I’ve led a
pretty good life. Haven’t I?
JESUS
(tenderly)
You have led a pretty good life. (Changing his tone) But the sins…
OH the sins.

What sins?

MAN

JESUS
Oh I don’t know… What about the time you and your cousin
stole those baseball cards from the supermarket?

I was 12!

MAN

OK—alright.

MAN
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JESUS
And I don’t want to even get into the YEARS of masturbating!
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JESUS
7 times in one day! I’ve seen less debauchery at a pagan spring
time ritual.
MAN
OK- I get it I’m a sinner. (startled revelation) That doesn’t mean I’m
going to…
JESUS
OH NO! Sorry, I didn’t mean to mislead. You’ll spend some time
in Limbo, Purgatory, whatever you like to call it. A place where
you’ll be able to atone for your sins.

Is it nice?

MAN

JESUS
It is what it sounds like. Not quite heaven, not quite hell. A real
‘tweener.
MAN
Doesn’t sound so bad. How long will I have to stay there for?
JESUS
A hundred years… a thousand years…. Hard to tell. I mean that
was a LOT of mas—
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MAN
OK, OK. I get it. (composing himself again; reaﬃrmed spirit) Alright.
I can do that. I’m ready.
JESUS
Well let’s get to gettin’ before I change my mind.

Just give me a sec.

MAN

Man starts counting on his figures, lost in thought, as if he were running
calculations.

JESUS
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NOW what are you doing?

MAN
I’m just making sure I’ve tied up all my lose ends, you know?
Like, did I leave food out for Mortimer before I left today? I
wouldn’t want him to starve on my account. And what about
work? Think they’ll be OK without me?
JESUS
You mean the movie theater? I think they’ll be able to find another usher.
MAN
It isn’t as easy as it looks you know.

I’m sure it isn’t.

JESUS

MAN
Good because it really isn’t. Standing all day, ripping tickets, directing traﬃc (pause). It’s actually—It’s actually very easy. Mindless even. I suppose that’s why I still do it.

Because it is easy?

JESUS

MAN
Because it doesn’t ask anything of me. (pause, with new resolve)
Let’s get this over with. Beam me up or whatever it is you do.

Man stands up and walks over to Christ.
JESUS
(angelic voice)
Touch my robes and close your eyes.
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Get up and come over here.

JESUS
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Man closes eyes.
JESUS
Do you feel light? Feel yourself ﬂoating away?

I do... I do!

MAN

Jesus rolls his eyes to the audience.

OK, now open your eyes.

JESUS

Man opens his eyes and immediately the smile fades from his face. A
confused and disappointed look replaces it.
JESUS
It isn’t that easy! I can’t just BEAM YOU UP, Shatner. You have to
DIE first.
MAN
Oh-I hadn’t thought of that. How is that going to happen? Dying.
Jesus looks the man over.
JESUS
A massive heart attack should be pretty believable. You could
stand to lose a few pounds.
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The man looks down at his slight gut.
MAN
I’m not overweight. I’m just nervous. I’ve been eating a lot of
salty foods today, which makes me retain water. Nobody would
believe I had a heart attack.
JESUS
No heart attack? How about a car accident? Or struck by lighten-
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ing? Oh OK, I got it. A brain embolism. Quick, painless, believable.
MAN
No. No! None of those will work. You’ll—You’ll just have to find
something else. There’s got to be another way.
JESUS
For a man who wants to die you are being very diﬃcult. Unless
of course—you don’t want to die.
The man nervously paces back and forth for a minute. He begins to sob
again.
MAN
You’re right I don’t want to die! Here I am, taking the easy way
out—again! (beat) I did this to him, you know. It was too much for
him. Mom dying, having to care for a sick father who can barely
remember his son’s names. Not to mention finding the time to
have a marriage while raising two kids! And I was nowhere to
be found... but I didn’t know—I didn’t know. 20 years old, how
could I know? I was just a kid! I wanted someone to take care of
ME! (Angry) Look at me now though. All grown up, still ripping
movie tickets, and STILL a coward! My brother is going to die
and I’m still too scared—too selfish to help him.
JESUS
Listen to me, you—didn’t—do this. Your brother is going to die
because he has cancer. (Beat) And you wanting to live isn’t being
selfish and it isn’t taking the easy way out. The fact is, you need
to live. There are people counting on you.
MAN

JESUS
Jim’s family. His wife. Your niece and nephew. Without a father in
their lives they’ll look to you. Here is your chance to be there for
your family.
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Like who?
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MAN
They need their father not me. I have nothing to oﬀer them. I—I
can’t do it!
JESUS
“Father, take this cup from me...”

What?

MAN

JESUS
Just remembering a time when I was too scared to do what was
being asked of me.

What did you do?

MAN

JESUS
I found somewhere quiet and prayed and then an angel appeared
to me...
MAN
An angel appeared? That seems a little... “out there.”
Jesus casts the Man a “really?” look.
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Oh, right.

MAN

JESUS
Then I didn’t feel so scared anymore. Running away seemed
more diﬃcult than choosing to stay. (Beat) Do you know what
your brother is doing right now?
MAN
Crying? Staring at a blank wall? Getting drunk? Cursing your
name?
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He is praying FOR YOU.

JESUS

MAN
Jim? Praying? For me? I—I didn’t think he did much praying.
JESUS
He finds his times. Like you he just doesn’t talk about it.
MAN
Well—are you going to tell me what he is saying or is there some
kind of God/devotee confidentiality you can’t breach?
JESUS
He is asking me to look after you. To give you the strength to deal
with his loss and the confidence to believe in yourself the way he
already does.
MAN
He always was a great big brother. (Beat) So you really think I
could be a good... “Father?”

I do. But it won’t be easy.

JESUS

MAN
I know. I don’t want to let him down again.
JESUS
You won’t. (Beat) Tell me about him. Tell me about Jim.

JESUS
Yes. (Beat) But I’d like to hear it from you. I never had a brother to
fill toothpaste tubes with Cheez Whiz...
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MAN
Don’t you already know all about him?
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THAT was Jim’s idea.

MAN

JESUS
OR to turn Mom’s priceless oriental rug into a Slip ‘N Slide.

OK that was me.

MAN

JESUS
Besides (looking at his hands again) I’m not going anywhere.
MAN
Well there was this one time when we were at the driving range
and these kids walked by and said…..
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LIGHTS FADE.

“Eye Tree” by Lauren Chagaris
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Adenoma

by Sara Burgess
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They are all enclosing in on me. Not even one by one, but at the same
time, moving nearer like giants on their toes. Folding over at the corners,
the white masses never fail to envelope me into a cold embrace. They
hold no windows; not even the slightest trace of fresh air. The idea of no
escape has grown to be an obsessive thought that is slowly beginning
to… Suﬀocate me, much like the starched, polyester blanket constraining me to an awkward mattress and forcing my eyes to stare only at the
stretch of panels above. Only the patterned ceiling, mirroring the tiles
beneath, and those monstrous, endless walls. They seem to distend for
eternity, a span of blank pages waiting to be written. No, impossible; any
trace of passion in this room would only be bleached away by morning’s
break.
They don’t expect me to have passion. They don’t expect me to do
much of anything, except lie here, in this bed, as they watch. As if I am
a virgin, the latest exhibition in this place. Take caution when handling.
Some of them sit and try to make conversation, the good ones often cry.
But the majority just come and go, much like the withering strength of
my bones, and of every other part of my body; the body he says I haven’t
quite grown into. Skinny love. I wonder what he thinks of me now. I’ve
grown thinner, with a paler complexion; yet have become lifeless at best.
And still, he never leaves; he only gets up to change the scenery every
once and a while. As do I.
Today is Sunday, only the seventeenth day of my stay at Beaumont.
I’ve heard that it’s been raining since I’ve gotten here, although of that
I’m not quite sure.
This parasitical silence is eating away at my eardrums. This is how
it always is in the morning, so still I can hear my thoughts breaking
through my skull and dancing before my eyes. If only I could work a
pen. The only thing that breaks this is my hope for ten o’clock to come;
it is when the excitement starts. Usually around this time, he comes in to
check on me, although, I must say I am surprised he still does. Right before I got myself into this situation, we had an argument, a result of two
conﬂicting perceptions.
I guess it is time to fill you in why I am in this hospital bed, looking
at a drab room that so sterile I can taste the disinfectants on my tongue.
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It happened when we first moved to Dublin. It was initially meant to be
a temporary stay, however, it’s seemed to become a bit more than that. It
was September when we first arrived, right about the time my seizures
started to impose on my systems. They started minor, but as time progressed, they did as well. After the first couple of these impositions, and
after the numerous, daunting cat scans and procedures, the doctor pulled
Ry and myself into a tiny, constrained room with only two chairs and a
heightened bed. The sporadic ﬂuorescent lights disturbed my sight, and
only added to my newfound anxiety when I discovered the tumor in my
brain. In my mind.
He left us to weigh my options. Remove the damn thing, live, and
risk losing a significant portion of my memory. That was the first option,
and obviously the one Ry insisted I carry out. The second was radiation,
although, there was no guarantee it would go away completely. He loves
me, yes, but what is love without remembering love? It’s the memory
that keeps everything alive.
It wasn’t the cold weather, or the distorting process of this grave decision, that got to me the incidence of my final seizure. I remember shaking
uncontrollably, wondering how it is that I’ve never been shaken before. I
saw for the first time the inner recesses of my mind, and it was there that
I saw all of the things that made me. It watched like a faulty camera that
logged the most vital phases of my life. And so, I saw all of my memories
dance together, and I must have gotten lost in that dance, for it is that I’ve
found myself in the ICU.
Today is Sunday, only the seventeenth day of my stay at Beaumont. I
need to get out of this exhausting room.
After overcoming a weakening match of tug-o-war with anatomy,
I finally manage to place an unpolished foot against the smooth tile, a
blue resembling the frosted lips of a corpse, and chilled by a draft coming from the outside corridor. Did my foot hit the ﬂoor yet? My nerves
react in a way far from what I had expected; I sought revival in such an
event yet found myself numb. That feeling, or lack there of, arrived like
a foreign intrusion to my usual eccentric passion. I’ll blame the anesthetics. Despite the matter, I finally gain the capability to leave that haunting
room behind, and without once looking back, I’ll make my way to the
next.
He was nowhere to be found as I aimlessly sauntered through the
chaotic hallways, men and women in the deadliest blue garments rushed
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by my side, wheeling patients sporting both a head of silver hair as well
as a crease for every wasted minute upon their tainted skin. Women in
manila gowns meandered through the narrow expanse of white, appearing to be ghosts amidst all of a commotion that no longer engaged their
senses.
Amongst the labyrinths, I find a resting place, a room to relax my
mind. An unsightly carpet forms a pathway through the entrance as I
am led to rows and rows of rigid chairs with year-old magazines thrown
about them, with the only interruption being a cheap, wooden table.
At least there is some evidence of a mess, much in contrast to the room
that has been driving me to the edge. Although it seems like some kind
of relief, I am still waiting, like the other few loved ones in here as well.
Across from me, a young woman dressed in a charcoal pantsuit, is cradling her head, her salty tears falling to an ocean in her palms. A father,
with heavy eyes, watches his daughter; sprawled out across the ﬂoor, ﬂip
through a picture book. The child doesn’t care that her lacy dress is riding
up to her belly button, and she certainly doesn’t care that she is lying on
the ﬂoor of a hospital waiting room. The old man is pacing aimlessly, nervously, without destination, without companionship. Simply pacing and
waiting. Another man at the vending machine is—there he is, banging on
the glass, hoping for that Chex-Mix to be unleashed from its barricade. I
have to smile to myself. After some time, he takes a seat. Sit next to me.
Or across from me.
He is wearing a wrinkled shirt that more than likely came from his
suitcase of dirty clothes. I haven’t been there to wash them. His stonegray eyes are glazed over from a lack of sleep. Why hasn’t he gone to my
room yet? Ry is solely looking at his shoes, numb, much like my foot had
been earlier this morning. The way he is moving his restless legs, weaving them into pretzels or hanging them over the arm of the chair; the way
he is relocating, hoping one seat will be more comfortable than the last,
only makes me want to put him at ease. But there’s no comfort in the
waiting room. And I can’t give him any, as I’m waiting for the same exact
thing. He can’t hear me. He will not even look at me. I need to wake up.
Doctor Hartley’s footsteps from down the hall have made their way
into this room. All of the lovers raise their heads, and I feel as though no
word the doctor says can break this wall of tension that we’ve all built.
And yet, we all wait for an answer.
“Mister-” the doctor begins, and the woman rests her head back into
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her hands.
“Mister Ryan Edgington, may I speak with you for a moment?”
This is it. Ryan slowly raises himself and staggers over to the hallway.
Doctor Hartley glances down at his clipboard.
“Is she okay, Doctor?”
“She’s- she doesn’t seem to be all here, anymore. She’s still in a coma,
still physically alive; however, everything is slowing. The peaks on the
LCD are, well- I don’t think we can do anything more except for pray and
hope that-“
“That is all I’ve been doing. Pacing, waiting, hoping. It never ends.”
“We can take her oﬀ the support if you’d like, it is really your call
at this point. I’m trying to think of what Sarah said, though, about you
hoping and remembering; maybe if you just pray for her then things will
start looking up.”
“I- I think I need some time.”
I feel trapped, I can’t do anything more in this whitewashed hospital but wait for this limbo to end. Or begin again. I’m at an in between.
Come on, Ryan. Don’t be so cold. In frustration, he paced. He thinks I’m
selfish. He paced, back and forth, nervously thinking and while he did so,
I was being pulled back to that room. Pulled back to those loud machines
and inﬂexible mattress and the oxygen mask pulled over my trembling
lips and – where is he going? You can keep me alive. He walked out of
the waiting room and I was coerced back to my bed. All my strength was
withering. I watched the door slam behind him, and a door slammed in
my life. Memory is what keeps people alive. I guess he must have forgot.
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The Heavy Peace
by Anonymous

You can feel it burrow at the base of your skull
Where your head meets neck
That heavy peace grows
A peace that makes your limbs numb
It quiets the outside world
Tangled in your thoughts
As your thoughts form, time passes
Is it today or tomorrow?
An hour seems like days
The trees wave goodnight
You inhale the earthy air
And your eyes glaze over red
Forgotten and misplaced ideas surface
Memory is slipping away
As the heavy peace leaves its roots in your mind
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Close your eyes
Float away with the wind
The heavy peace taps into your wildest of dreams
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still

by Kelly Gullage

these routines mean nothing
without the blanks filled in
the squeaking wheel of boredom
no wonder sloth’s a mortal sin
sew the patches to the fray
none are welcome in this home
as the edges tug away
barren bricks once yours to roam
still scribbling with abandoned hope
(these lines are lies without your eyes)
the haunts, letters, leaves of thieves
the hollow ring, the catch & sigh
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one day, start oﬀ from this place
(the girl is whole! the girl is whole)
vacuumed up in outer space
never much for waiting,
but we’ll atone for what we stole

“Untitled” by Jessika Coromel
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I’ve kept these for you.
by Reid Thibeault

Our voices,
harbored ambition gone futile,
all with your hopes to prolong starvation,
the sooner you begin breathing,
the sooner we can get out of here.
Our sea,
an impulsive rhythmic mass
I try to match my breath,
it’s far too well lit where you are,
your silhouette, poised.
A spiraling mosaic of moral,
portraits of parenting,
with tired children,
and stained skin
the lies saturated their imaginations.
The last night
lit gauges and sweating steering wheel twined
solidified life, sinking into the seats
it was our fourth dress rehearsal,
anti-climactic but well felt.
Sending this all to perspective.
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I’ve kept these for you.
I’ve kept everything.
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“My Body is the Earth” by Rachael Johnson
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“Peaceful Lady” by Megan Pendleton
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“Frog Prince” by Rachael Brennskag
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“Joker” by Steven Poreca
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“Pattern 2” by Elisa Pompeo
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Polarize

by Lauren Paredes

To pull us in
to make light
and heat
to confide
To command
to fit
and click
to magnetize

To run
and hide
to shield your eyes
to be terrified
To force
and strain
to turn it around
to polarize
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An Understanding

Commonthought

by Allison Gilmore

Sam knew he had to get up. It was almost 9 o’clock and he still had
to get his daughter, Delilah, up and dressed for the funeral. “Shit,” he
thought...the funeral. He swung his legs over the side of the bed and
forced himself up. As he stood in the shower and let the water run over
his face he tried to forget that he was heading to the funeral of his beautiful wife, his best friend who he had been with since their freshman year
of college. As the water covered his eyes and he felt it run into his nose
and mouth he wondered if that was what she had felt like. He got out of
the shower and quickly dressed in the black suit he hadn’t worn since his
father’s funeral, over five years ago, then realized he was responsible for
more than himself and went to check on his daughter. He walked down
the hall to Delilah’s room, the hallways walls covered in photographs he
couldn’t look at. The half-open white door covered in drawings, kindergartener scribble mostly, stopped him in his tracks. Although he loved his
daughter more than anything and was so proud to be her father, his wife,
Elise, had always had a stronger connection to their daughter then he
had. He taught at a high school so he best understood the teenagers that
he encountered on a daily basis. His daughter however, was only seven,
and operated at a much more basic level that he had trouble understanding. However, now that he knew it was just the two of them and he had
become the sole inﬂuence in her young life, he had to step it up and be
there for her, no matter how hard it was.
He slowly opened her door and peeked in to see her small hunched
over form at the edge of her bed, already dressed in the black dress Elise
had picked out for Sam’s father’s funeral. She was clutching the pink
teddybear Elise had gotten for her the past Easter. Her head was hanging
down, looking at the bear like it held the answers to her mother’s absence. Her golden brown curls fell gently into her face, hiding her father
from her view.
“Delilah” he whispered, hoping if he spoke as softly as he could, he
wouldn’t startle the already confused young girl. “We have to go soon....
if you’re ready” he said.
“We have to wait, mommy might come home and wonder where we
are” Delilah replied.
“She’s not coming back sweetie, we have to go” As Sam said this his
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eyes began to swell with tears, partly for the loss of his wife but more
for the confusion his daughter felt. As Delilah looked up at him with sad
eyes he knew that the only way to move on from this was to accept defeat
and press on.
The service felt like it went on for a lifetime. Sam remembered when
he and Elise used to go to church weekly when they were first married.
Unfortunately, once Delilah was born they slowly stopped having time
or energy to devote a morning oﬀ work to church. “Maybe if we went to
church more, or prayed or something” Sam thought “this wouldn’t have
happened.” Sam’s eulogy which he had pulled together the night before,
after staring at his notepad for over an hour, didn’t do Elise justice, in his
opinion. He talked of her artistic ability, her way of seeing the good in
everyone, her love for her daughter and one or two funny stories from
their early life together. Finally he concluded that someone as amazing as
her didn’t deserve to die the way she did, in a terrible accident caused by
a blinding rainstorm. He wished he could’ve talked more in depth about
her but it hurt too much to remember every perfect detail.
After the mass, the assembly walked in somber silence across the
street to the cemetery. As they walked Sam wondered when his brother
was going to get home, he had wished he would’ve been back in time for
the funeral but his prayers had been in vain. His younger brother Robbie
was an oﬃcer in the Navy and was stationed somewhere in the Pacific.
Sam had sent him a telegram to the address that Robbie had left for him
as soon as he could after Elise’s accident; but he had no way to tell if Robbie had received it.
The second part of the funeral, the burial, although much more difficult, went by much faster. It seemed easier to grieve there than at the
church. He stood silently, letting the sadness take control of him, he
thought to himself that it was much better than listen to some mumble
jumble about how God needed her more than her family did; he knew
that wasn’t true. He held Delilah in his arms through the entire ordeal.
She cried the whole time, partly because he mother was gone but more
because everyone else was crying and that she didn’t understand what
was happening.
After the service was finished, the close family and friends who chose
to, came back to Sam’s house as planned for snacks and coﬀee (also
known as drinks for the adults). Although he wanted nothing more than
to be left alone, Sam felt as if he had to be there for the people around
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him and make them feel better. However, the one person who he did
want to help, his daughter, had immediately run upstairs and locked herself in the bathroom the second they got home and refused to come out.
He now had Elise’s sixteen year old niece, sitting outside the bathroom,
waiting for Delilah to concede and come out. As he walked over to the
dining room table to get a finger sandwich, his mother approached him.
“How you doing Sammy?” his mother prodded
“Never better” he replied, while laughing in his head at his blatant
sarcasm.
“I know what its like to lose a spouse” she said back, “you’ll never
feel whole again but you’ll be okay. She’ll always be with you, in your
heart you know,” putting her hand on his chest. Since Sam’s father died
he and his mother had drifted apart fairly dramatically due to his mother’s changes in her ideology. After his father’s heart attack, his mother
turned to homeopathy, acupuncture, and psychic readings. Although it
made her happy and feel in control of her life and aware of her “aura”,
Sam thought it was all nonsense and after one major argument about
how it wouldn’t bring his dad back, they starting speaking less frequently, and the only time they saw each other was when he dropped Delilah
oﬀ at her house for visits.
“Thanks, that’s....helpful” he sputtered out. He put his hand on her
shoulder in what he thought was an appropriate acknowledgment of her
good intentions and then smiled and walked past her on to deal with
someone else who thought their kind words could make him forget.
After the gathering was over and nearly everyone had left but one or
two close friends and cousins, Sam went upstairs to the now unguarded
door which his daughter was hiding behind. He knocked gently,
“Delilah sweetie, you need to come out, you need to eat something,
grandma made your favorite...mac and cheese,”
“Make her come back” said the muﬄed, sniﬄing voice on the other
side.
“I can’t do that, she’s gone....please come out we need to talk”
The door slowly opened and the sad form of a defeated child looked
into the eyes of her helpless father.
“I don’t want to talk to you, I only want to talk to mommy” she stated
and ran to her bedroom where she dove under the covers.
After several days of moping around the house and settling his wife’s
aﬀairs, Sam thought it was time he return to work. His students had
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made him a huge card conveying their condolences and that they wanted
nothing more than to have their favorite teacher return to school. After he
dropped Delilah oﬀ at his mother’s seaside cottage, Sam drove in silence.
Delilah hadn’t spoken to him in several days besides a word or two here
and there but she had been eating again and going back to her games
and drawings. He knew something had to be done to get her to speak to
him. All he wanted was to help her yet that was the only thing he didn’t
know how to do. He wished his brother would get back because he knew
Delilah adored Robbie and always couldn’t wait for him to come home
for leave. “He would talk to her, help her to understand,” Sam wished in
his mind. However, despite his wishful thinking he had no way to tell if
Robbie had even gotten his message.
When he got to school he stepped through the front doors tentatively.
He didn’t want his co-workers to start gushing about how sorry they
were with questions about what they could do to help him. However,
when he entered the teacher’s lounge, only one or two other teachers
greeted him with a hug and a condolence, clearly the rest must have felt
it was better to precede as normal. When he got to his classroom and
unlocked the door the first thing he noticed was the pile of cards and pictures drawn by his students, who clearly missed him in his absence. As
his homeroom started to pile in the room, he began to smile, something
he hadn’t done in days. He wondered if maybe what was making his sadness worse was that he wasn’t doing what he loved, being with his students. Also maybe it was because he felt at a loss with how to deal with
Delilah’s silence and being able to help other kids with make it easier to
help his own.
The first couple classes of the day went by ﬂawlessly until he got
to his junior english writing class. Their assignment he had given them
before his absence had been to write their own version of a book or short
story they had read during the semester so far, either in class or on their
own. One girl, Jocelyn, had decided to rewrite The Pact by Jodi Picoult.
Instead of the story starring two teenagers who allegedly had a suicide
pact, it was the tale of an older couple, in their late seventies. The woman
had been diagnosed with terminal cancer and her husband refused to go
on without her. The story was comprised of six pages of sad and fairly
depressing material, yet it was to a depth of understanding that surprised
Sam. Although he tried to be critical and pay attention to her style, tone,
syntax and technique, he couldn’t help but feeling sad and remembering
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his wife, that he wished he could’ve left the world with her just like in
the girl’s story. But somewhere deep down he knew that no matter how
much he wanted to be with Elise, in life or death, he had Delilah, who
needed him more than Elise ever did.
With only about five minutes left in the class Sam decided to let the
kids chat until the bell rang. At that moment a TA came into the classroom and said there was an urgent call for him in the oﬃce. After making
sure the TA was going to stay with his class and watch them until the bell
rang, he ran down to the oﬃce to receive a call from his frantic mother,
saying Delilah had gone missing. He settled what he needed to at school
quickly then ﬂew as fast as his sedan would go to his mother’s house
who was waiting for him on the front steps, looking wild and panicked.
“What happened!” Sam exclaimed as he slammed his car door shut.
“I got a telephone call about an hour ago, from the Marina, they said
they got a message from Robbie’s captain....he said Robbie’s ship would
be arriving later this afternoon. I decided not to tell Delilah, I figured I’d
wait to tell her until you got out of school so you could take her to meet
him but she must have overheard me! She said she wanted to have a cup
of tea and have me read her a story, and I did, and drifted oﬀ for only a
moment and when I woke up she was gone. ”
Sam knew immediately that Delilah would’ve run straight to the
shore to try and see her favorite uncle return, who would make everything alright in her eyes. He took oﬀ and began looking. There were
three diﬀerent landings within walking distance where a large ship like
that could dock, so he decided the only way was to search them one by
one. He checked near the pier first, it was the most diﬃcult because of
the constant commotion going on and all the people. He thought she
might’ve gone there first because the last time Robbie was home that was
where they had gone together. It was also where he told her that when
she missed him she could always look out at the ocean and know he was
out there somewhere. Sam contacted the security guard who was on duty
and had him help in his search. After about half an hour he decided she
wasn’t there and that he needed to move on. After no luck at the next
one he moved on the last, praying that he would find her. As he walked
down to the edge of the long dock, peppered on either side by boats,
small and big, he saw her, sitting with her legs hanging oﬀ the back of the
dock, toes barely breaking the surface of the water, staring desperately
into the shipless sea, waiting for someone to come and make everything
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better. He smiled as he realized what a remarkable child she was, she had
been able to figure out the exact place Robbie was most likely to arrive at.
“Delilah” he whispered.
As she turned and looked at him, he saw in her eyes an admiration he
had never seen before.
“You found me” she smiled
“Of course I am, Grandma said you ran oﬀ while she was taking a
nap and I’ve been searching for hours.”
“Grandma says uncle Robbie’s coming home today...does he know
mommy isn’t here?”
“Yes, he knows.” Suddenly he turned, took his shoes oﬀ and sat
down next to her, putting his feet into the water next to hers.
“We’ll wait for him okay?” He stated as he put his arm around her,
pulling her next to him. After a few minutes of silence passed he turned
down to her and began to smile.
“She isn’t gone though” he said, thinking back to the words of his
mother “she’ll always be in your heart, and she’ll always be watching
you. Whenever you miss her or feel like she isn’t with you, just look in
the mirror and you’ll see her in you, in your face, smile and eyes. She’ll
be with you you’re whole life and all you need to do to see her is look in
the mirror.” He knew she wouldn’t completely understand this but as he
told her this he realized that was all he had to do too. He had to look at
their daughter and he would see every feature of his wife which he loved
so much.
At this Delilah smiled, she looked up at her father and smiled right at
him. Although she didn’t completely understand she liked the idea that
she could see her mother in herself. Sam knew that as she got older, the
concept would mean even more to her. At this Sam picked Delilah up and
hugged her. As he held his daughter he looked up and on the horizon
he saw the Navy boat which his brother must be on, and he knew that
things were going to get better.
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Swing

by Patrick Phelan

Given the choice, I believe I would fall
Not to death, but to a new life
Calling out a name as the winds steal my breath
Hoping that the name will answer
I believe that I would fall oﬀ the city pavement
Not by a push or even a pull
Just a suggestion, a thought that something exists beneath the streets
Running through the pipes, coursing through the wires, building pressure
Until the city finally breaks under a tornado of stardust and butterﬂies
It’s not that it was a choice or a coincidence
It simply happened
One foot left the sidewalk, the other followed it
Because I saw you on the other side
You the name I know so well
You the you I know so little about
If I had chosen this would be my decision
So let the suggestion and let someone catch me
Before I learn to land
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by Lauren Paredes

She wandered down to the beach. She sat down on a bench admist
the heavy crowd of tourists, drawn out on a day after the rain. She
watched the tide creep inward, the way the waves made stealthy sneak
attacks on dry, untouched things. She watched as a child, surprised by
an unexpected frothy torrent, cried out because of fear and vulneribility.
She watched from a safe distance the way this massive body of water
behaved. She sent him a picture of the ocean. She knew she was far from
home.
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My Own Demise
by Rosana Hamadeh

Sitting in the bright green grass, I stare up into a cloudless crystal
sky. The blue seems bluer when coupled with the green of the grass. It’s
a priceless moment, and I was lost in it. With a clear head, I sit and think
for the first time that day. I feel the full scope of my feelings, then, like a
bitter disappointment to a well-earned surprise, I feel pessimism. It seeps
into my brain. The thought: this will be ruined and over. I spark a cigarette and, with the first few drags, I ruin my crystal-clear sky with wisps
of smoke.

Superficial

by Stephanie Hardie
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Rapid thoughts deconstructing verses and lines
breaking lines like bones
chopping and gnawing at that empty space
sorting through ash and smoke and finding spirits
demons of the gold
keepers, hiding in the night
children of the abyss
it’s all ruined anyways, isn’t it?
we’re all bull-shit writers and scam-artists
we’re nothing we believe we are
he laughs from inside the room and I sigh
this isn’t fun anymore.
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Untitled

by Sara Burgess
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1dear ____,
I know that you are alone and confused and not well,
and I know that you hate the thought of talking, mostly about
yourself, but I began to notice in the weeks before I left, that
your skin was paler than usual
your eyes seemed heavier
your head hung lower.
And I shouldn’t have left you in that condition.
I know you have yet to sleep and I know no one tries to help
you but me, and now you are avoiding all chances of speech
because I am involving myself in all of your drawbacks.
But you must understand that if you take just what
I’m oﬀering we can keep you alive and that little child
inside can find a way out, and you can find a way out
of whitewashed walls and a colorless expression;
of this labyrinth that suﬀocates you.
We can untangle the transparent tubes and needles
that pierce your veins and snake around your throat
while your breath abridges in hopes that we
can dissemble these loud machines that you allow yourself to be
attached to, as you let those men look inside you.
2reality
You are doing this to yourself.
You have been hiding since the day that you told me the truth
that there was no cure, no hope for someone like you and I
didn’t believe you, I still can’t to this day. You said that no one,
no one could love you and no one would try
to pay for the bills or give you a blanket or even a rest
so that you don’t freeze in your shame each night.
No starched polyester can protect you from
doped eyes that only see weakness, only believe it,
eyes that are forced to stare only at the stretch of panels above.
This isn’t a bed that you’ve made for yourself so stop thinking that
this is your only fate.
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“Waiting in Rain” by Santiago Semino
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3please,
You told me the night before I left
that you can’t eat because you don’t have the money and I
oﬀered you food and a place and a check, but instead
you cried.
Check yourself. Stop being selfish because I
cry every night hoping that each part of you is still alive
and I pray that you try to make a life for yourself. I
want you to fight the battles inside that prevent you from
leaving that hell they provide. And most of all I wait for the day
when you reach out to someone who has reached out to you
and you open up to find that someone wants to be let in.
Someone without a fancy title,
someone who doesn’t carry that familiar scent of bleach.
The taste that burns through your tongue and sears through me
as if it is your fear I am sensing with every word—
is this apathy or giving up?
Just let me in, forget being embarrassed, and stop
thinking about everyone else because reality is,
you are the one that needs help.
If you just do this, love, you can free yourself.
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Mother, May I?
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by Jacquelyn Knapp

BANG! BOOM! I burst through the door. I was piss drunk and
could hardly feel the gaping hole on the left side of my head. Oh, look!
Blood! How fun! I smiled mischievously at the sight of my mother standing at the top of the stairs. She had been waiting for me. You see, it took
me some time to stumble out of my friend’s car and down the driveway
to the front door. Leaning from my dad’s to my mom’s to my brother’s
car and occasionally stopping in between each step to regain balance, not
only on the ground, but in my head.
“Oh, hey, ma” I oﬀered slyly. She uncrossed her arms and began
ﬂailing them around as she laid into me, “Look at you! I could smell you
coming all the way here! Who was that who dropped you oﬀ —“ She
quickly froze and gasped. “What the hell happened to you?!” she exclaimed! I passed a glance at myself in the mirror above the coat hooks
as I stood wobbling at the bottom of the stairs. Whoa! Red is deﬁnitely my
color! Ha ha! I shrugged and asked her why it mattered. “What are you
talking about?! How much have you had to drink tonight? You need to
see a doctor” she pushed. Did I stutter? I’ve had a decent amount and good
luck with that rescue mission. Geez! “Ma, I’m not going to the damn doctor!”
“What the hell is wrong with you?!” she cried! “What are you talking about?! Nothing’s wrong with me! I don’t have a problem! Sound
familiar, ma?” I could feel the ground beneath me quake as my mother
clenched her jaw. “Now, you’re just being a jackass!” But I couldn’t help
myself. Yes, I was inebriated, but all that meant was that I finally felt
strong enough to tell her how I’ve been feeling this past year, “Maybe,
mom. Maybe I am. But that’s not my fault. If I recall correctly, and I
do, you were the one who showed me for the past twenty-one years of
my entire life that drinking is a fine pleasure without any residual effects. Drink when you’re happy, drink when you’re sad, drink no matter what or how you feel! Well, guess what, mom! I don’t feel anything
anymore!” I roared! She saw the rage in my face and although she grew
angry, my mom began to cry. Unmoved by her tears and unconcerned of
her emotions, I exhausted, “Really? Pft! Mother, may I remind you of all
the damage your drinking has caused our family?”
And with that I stormed up the stairs, down the hall, and into my old
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bedroom. I was beginning to feel my head pound. Damn! What did I do?
I sat on my bed and tightly closed my eyes trying to remember the events
of the night. Okay, let’s see. Becky picked me up around 9:30 and we
went to the bar. We met that Amish guy named Gregory and did shots of
tequila. Mmmm, tequila! Becky had to leave around 11:30 to pick up her
sister from work because she was using her sister’s car. I decided to stay
and convey my whole life’s story to a girl named Monica. She was short,
bleach blonde, wore too much eyeliner, and loved attention.
I told Monica about my family and how close we are with each other.
I told her about my brothers, Chris and Eric, and about my father, Ben,
and my mother, Tracey. My brothers are 20 and 18 years old, my dad is
not only a hard working and respectable man but he is also my idol, and
my mom is fun and outgoing and I love her but she’s been so passive
about our family lately and it’s been killing me. As I dug deeper in depth
about my problems with my mom, I found that I could not stop. “And
on Christmas she caused a huge scene and threw me up against a car!
The police came to my house and everything! And she doesn’t believe
she has a drinking problem!” I looked up from my Long Island iced tea
and met eyes with Monica. I wonder if she is really listening to me… Then
Monica gasped, “Even after Chris was hospitalized for excessive drug
use and alcohol consumption and he and your mom went to AA meetings together?!” Wow! I guess she was listening after all!
The sad truth of the matter is that yes, my mother has a drinking
problem. I’m not saying that I don’t drink. I actually tend to enjoy drinking from time to time. But my mom enjoys drinking all the time. And
she drinks to get drunk. It was no secret. Nothing in my family ever is.
She doesn’t come home on Saturday nights until 6 o’clock Sunday morning when my dad leaves for work. I mean, I don’t even stay out that late!
Something had to be done; but what? Whenever my brothers, my dad,
other family members, or I try talking to her about it, she gets defensive
and says she just likes to go out and have fun with her friends. No one
is telling her she can’t have fun with her friends. All we’re saying is that
she needs to realize her primary role is a mother and a wife. I know she
loves us all, but our family is suﬀering under the weight of all the stress
and worrying she is causing us. She drinks until she is obliterated. And
she drives. Not only is she putting herself in serious danger, but everyone and everything around her. And to make matters worse, she doesn’t
answer her phone while she’s out which personally, makes me worry
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even more. Does she not understand this?
I hung my head below my shoulders and began to feel a wave of hot,
aching sadness come over me. All this drinking was definitely aﬀecting
me. It was now 12:10 in the morning. I had drunk four shots of tequila,
two grape martinis dry straight up with a twist, one screwdriver, and a
Long Island iced tea. Just as I had contemplated leaving the bar, Monica
snapped her fingers in front of my face. “Hello? Did you hear me?”
While I was lost in my own thoughts she had asked me if I wanted a ride
home from her brother who was on his way to pick her up. “Do you
want a ride or not?” Yes, I definitely wanted a ride. I nodded my head
and told Monica I had to go to the bathroom before we left.
She took my hand and we both made our way across the bar to the
bathroom. It was more like a closet with a toilet, sink, and half shattered
mirror. I wonder if Monica really has to go to the bathroom or if she just came
with me because girls never go to the bathroom alone? All that alcohol made
me feel comfortable with the fact that a girl I’d only met a couple of hours
ago was standing next me as I went to the bathroom. She looked at me
while I sat on the toilet and smiled as she removed a small, plastic baggy
filled with white powder from her purse. She had taken a small, spoonlike utensil and scooped some of the powder up. She glanced at me, nodded her head, and raised the spoon as if to say “Cheers!” before snorting
it through her right nostril. I began to feel panicked when I realized she
wanted me to take some as well. I’ve never done this! What if I don’t like
it?! What if something bad happens?! WHAT IF I DIE?! But despite my
panic, something inside me said Go for it! I only scooped a little bit, and
I could feel my body trembling as I brought the spoon up to my nose.
Here it goes… It burned as it coated the inside of my nostril. I looked up
at Monica. She winked at me, slipped her fingers between mine, and we
walked out behind the bar in the parking lot where her brother said he
would meet us.
12:17 in the morning. Ah, seventeen! My favorite number! Wow, I feel
pretty good! The on setting eﬀects felt pretty nice; although, it did seemed
like everything around me was happening faster than I could comprehend. Monica and I sat on a cement bench. Not realizing I was tapping
my foot violently against the pavement, she placed her hand on my knee
and laughed. “Easy, sweetie” Yeah, easy for you! You’ve done this before! I
smiled nervously at her when something odd happened. Her hair began
to crack like a whip, her nose grew bigger, and her laugh was evil. I shut-
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tered with fright, rubbed my eyes, and did a double-take. Monica was
back to normal except now she had a blinding, white glow all around her.
I am freaking out! HONK! HONK! What was that?! It sounded like a grizzly bear was roaring in my face! I threw my head from one side to the
other in search of the beast. I sat shaking, awaiting its arrival. I just have
to stay perfectly still and the bear will go away. Suddenly Monica wrapped
her arms around my shoulders, leaned in close with her lips to my ear
and whispered, “It’s okay, Mama’s got you.”
We stood up and made our way to the van in which her brother was
waiting for us. The headlights were awfully bright. Monica helped me
into the back seat, closed my door, and then took the front passenger
seat. Although my heart was still racing, something about the softness
of the seat and the secured belt across my chest made me feel safe and
at ease. Monica’s brother turned to look at me and chuckled. “Hi, I’m
Dan! I’ll be your driver for this evening!” Though I generally tended to
despise guys named Dan, I felt like I could trust this one to get me home.
I introduced myself, gave him my address, and thanked him for the ride.
“Yes, ma’am! We just have to make one little pit stop along the way and
I’ll have you back home in no time!” Whatever, I’ve got a serious itch behind
my ear and I could not care less about your stupid pilot impression!
We stopped at a gas station just a few miles down the road. Perfect!
I am so parched! Monica and I went inside while Dan filled up on gas. I
walked along the refrigerated section in search of a drink when a King
Cobra 40 ounce beer caught my eye. Hello! Normally I don’t drink beer,
but for some reason this one looked extra tasty! I grabbed the bottle,
opened it, and began to gulp it down as fast as I could. Monica made
her way over to me with an opened bag of chips in her hand. “Get it,
girl! Chug, chug, chug, chug!” She laughed as she snapped picture of
me with her phone. About 36 ounces of beer later I felt the room spin.
Oh, no! Where are my feet? I saw yellow, blue, and purple stars as my
head hit the handle of the refrigerator door on my down. Luckily the ﬂoor
broke my fall… “Shit!” Monica looked up at her brother as he entered the
convenience store, “Shit! Dan! Dan, we’re over here!” Dan walked over
to Monica as she pointed nervously at my limp body. “What the hell
happened?!” Dan glanced at the ignorant teenager attending the register, “Come on, let’s go!” I awoke to Dan wrapping my arm around his
shoulder and shuﬄing me out the door and into the van. “This is what
happens when you pick up strangers, Monica! Now we’ve got this girl’s
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blood on our hands!” Dan took a long, hard stare at me. Monica looked
upset and a little scared. “I’m fine, guys. Just get me home.” I gurgled.
Dan let out a short, sarcastic huﬀ and got in the van. Monica followed
and we began to make our way to my house.
“Take a right onto this street and my house is the third house on the
right” Thank Jesus, I was home! Dan stopped the van at the top of my
driveway and unbuckled his seat belt. “No, no. It’s okay. I can make it
inside by myself.” Dan looked concerned. “Are you sure?”
“Yeah, don’t worry about me. The door is thirty feet away; I got this.
Thank you guys so much for the ride. Drive safely and have a good
night.” I shut the van door, gave them a thumbs-up, and waved for them
to leave. Dan drove oﬀ and I looked up at my house, peering into the
living room window. I saw my mom rise from the couch and leave the
room. Great. Now I’ve got to listen to her hypocritical lecturing…
The pounding in my head seemed to grow stronger from recollecting
all that I’d encountered before finally making it home that night. I curled
up in a ball as I lay on my bed. Holy shit. Tonight was crazy! I took out
my phone and called my boyfriend, Steve.
“Jilly! Where have you been? It’s 1:13! I got out of work like an hour
ago but when I got home you weren’t there. I kept trying to call you but
you didn’t answer. I’m worried sick right now! Your mom called me and
told me to come over to her house so I’m on my way there now. Where
are you?”
“I’m sorry. I went to the bar with Becky and I just got to my mom’s.
I’m in my bed and I feel like shit. When will you be here?”
“I’ll be there in five minutes. Sigh… Don’t scare me like that again!”
“I’m sorry, Booboo. I love you so much and I just want to go home
and go to bed.”
“I love you, too, Pumpkin. I’ll see you soon.”
Shortly after, I heard Steve come in the front door. My mother greeted him wearily and began to consult with him about me. “I don’t know
who in the hell dropped her oﬀ here but at least she’s safe now. She’s so
drunk she can hardly stand on her own. AND her head is bleeding! It
doesn’t look too bad. We could clean it up but she may need stitches.
Doesn’t she know she has responsibilities? She’s got school and a job and
us and you! I don’t know what she was thinking! We’re going to have to
have a serious talk with her in the morning. I’ve never seen her like this.
This isn’t –“ Steve cut her oﬀ before she could continue.
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“Trace, just stop. You’re like a mother to me, and I love you, but just
stop. How can you stand here and pass judgment on your daughter
like this? It’s true; this is nothing like the intelligent and careful Jillian
we know. But this is everything like the woman you have been portraying lately, Tracey. You, yourself, have shown her that it’s okay to go out
and drink until you’re drunk and then drink some more. All those late
nights you spend out partying and living it up, I hold your daughter
while she cries and asks me if I think you even care about your family. I
have watched as countless nights go by that Jill can’t sleep because she’s
worried or scared that something might have happened to you. There
have been so many days where she has been too upset to even eat anything and too tired from the previous night to do anything. She stays
up all night crying and typing up her thoughts just to feel better and let
them out because she can’t let them out to you or you’ll throw it all in her
face. And I just lay there in bed, watching her and wishing I could help.
She thinks about you constantly. She loves you more than anything in
the world. You’re her mother! You are married to her father! Ben and
Jill talk all the time about what they should do; whether or not he should
divorce you, or if maybe they should have an intervention for you. They
love you; you’re whole family loves you. And they are just trying to find
a way to do what’s best for your family as a whole.” My mom began to
cry as Steve continued, “Jillian can’t understand why you just can’t stop
acting like a child and more like a soon-to-be forty-two year old woman;
and frankly, neither can I! So tell me, Trace, is it that you can’t or is it that
you just won’t?”
Steve stopped and stared at my mother. He searched desperately in
her eyes for some kind of answer. I got up from my bed, went into the
living room and wrapped my arm around Steve’s waist. Tears filled my
eyes as I gazed upon the beautiful mess that was my mother. I let out a
long, heavy breath and took her hand. “Mother, may I ask you why you
won’t?”
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Alter Ego

By Lisa DeSiro
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She only drinks drinks whose names end in vowels:
margarita, mojito, martini.
She has perfect vision, eyes wise as an owl’s.
She looks fabulous in a bikini.
She dresses in dresses whose cut always ﬂatters
her figure: elegant, hip.
She knows it’s today, not tomorrow, that matters.
She always leaves a big tip.
She’s the girl who remains on Saturday nights
when “last call” is announced at a bar.
Her gentlemen minions get into fights
over who takes her home in whose car.
Let them fuss and fume and try to decide,
she thinks. I’m taking them all for a ride.

“Untitled” by Jessika Coromel
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You Found Me Singing with Sam Cooke
by Christopher Monaco

Let’s dance, yes?
And swing, swing, swing
for a song like our lives.
Can’t you just see, smiling me?
I’m white as yogurt
in the Harlem Square Club, not caring;
still swinging, these hips
for Clifton’s, but male.
Bringing this rhythm on home
to you.

Comfort Lighting
by Reid Thibeault
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This dying fire has a ghost
that refuses to stop dancing.
The bodies of trusted company
press like worried sheep.
A man with a metal limb
is a life support.
The soul will not vary
with his assistance.
Cold, holding extremities hostage
pushes the night.
Thank this darkness’ purity.
For it is the farthest
we’ve been from the
burning city.
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Aristotle’s Triangle Was Not Scalene
by Jessica Rizkallah

I was thinking about the state of the world yesterday
War, taxes, Jersey Shore, and
Gum disease;
Guantanamo Bay and intangible files,
Secrets—what have you.
…
Isn’t it funny how as hard as the world kicks you in the groin,
Your mind usually finds its way back to a core… group of people—
Person, perhaps?
And you want to say to them:
“I hate you for this.
I was trying to be scholarly
Aware
Put together in a semi-seamless way
But you’re tearing me at all my seams until I’m ﬂoating around
My head’s by the teapot but
My arms are out in space
I’m kicking soccer balls in the backyard while
My stomach has gone jellyfishing,” but I—
I for one, find nothing wrong with this type of
Seamlessness
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Sometimes you need it
(Sometimes I need you)
We all need that second person to address in
Our letters
Text messages
Poetry,
The thoughts responsible for the bite marks on our tongues
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Maybe an argument will collapse when it’s based solely on pathos,
But life is The Mac Daddy of all arguments—
The unorthodox rebel of a debate that no one will win;
It’s the argument where
Despite the snorts and smug dispositions from the peanut gallery of
Cynics hardened by
Steinbeck
Statistics
The Internet
And loss
Pathos takes highest precedence because it is the force we cannot control
And cannot argue
It argues with us: we are its rhetorical tools
(The blood that fills our veins; sends oxygen to our brains; calibrates our
heart’s rate)
Yet, without structure and Ethics— a mold to nudge us in the civil direction,
We collapse.
But the mold should help shape, not infect, spread,
Encompass.
Every exhale dispels your consciousness to the plight of man—
But make sure you inhale, or you’ll be blue in the face.
…
In the rhetoric of life, I’m not afraid to say I Love You—
If the time comes.
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Wilting

Commonthought

by Jamie Worcester

Her eyes were fixed on the outside world, the one that existed on the
other side of the tinted windows that distorted the view she had from
the passenger’s side of the car. She was staring oﬀ through the glass that
encased their slightly new Cadillac, black in color, her eyes strung up on
a sunlit field that lay in the distance through the trees.
As they traveled down the road that was gated oﬀ by tall ever pines,
sporadic cracks of light darted through the tree branches repeatedly
creating ﬂashes of red, black, red, then black again. Every time the sun
stretched through to reach her she could feel the random taps of heat on
her exposed shoulders only to follow with a touch of cold conceived by
the shade. As she closed her eyes she could both see and feel those bursts
of red, then black, cracks of metallic light that streamed over her head
and neck. The thought of how no other form of light could ever compare
to the sun came across her mind - certainly no sterile halogen lamp could
ever mimic such a beauty. She opened her eyes again, the field she had
been admiring was now behind them and she wished she could return to
it. She wanted so badly to escape the confinement of the car and return to
that field that they had passed.
It had been a small clearing in the woods rather, that had been littered
with dozens of baby blue ﬂowers, scattered like polka dots, adorning the
land that bore them. The sun had illuminated this small clearing entirely,
soaked it even, and she wanted to go back and be a part of it all. She
wanted to be in that field, for her whole body to be exposed; her bare feet
avoiding the ﬂowers while she twirled around them with her face tilted
upwards embracing delicate warmth. If it was in any other world the
ﬂowers would have gladly twirled along with her, spiraling up her calves
past her knees, growing and wrapping themselves around her thighs,
then caressing her torso with their softness.
Rather than ﬂowers, she felt the presence of a hand resting on her
upper leg, an unexpected gesture oﬀered by her husband whom was
driving. Startled by the interruption, she twitched, which caused him to
withdraw his hand upon the instance of it occurring. “I didn’t mean…
to…” She started to say, but his hand was already resting back in place on
the wheel.
She cocked her head and received another fracture of red metallic in
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***
The car continued down the road, farther into the hills and away from
the slew of shops and banks that made up their town. They took a left,
then another, and then a right into the driveway of a royal blue mansion
fenced in by white pickets. Not quite the average family household, no but it was theirs nonetheless, beautiful and blue.
He got out first but leaned back in to grab the two cups of cold coﬀee
which hadn’t been touched in several hours, a rim of white outlined the
coﬀee to prove it’s age and when he pulled the cup upwards the white
rippled a little with the disturbance of its resting place. He paused before
going inside to look at his beautiful wife whose head was turned away
and body stilled. She sensed his eyes and turned to meet them with a
mustered smile, then slowly leaned forward and grabbed the handle of
the door.
He was already inside when she approached the front door that had
been left open for her, with that she placed her hand on the black wood
and gently pushed it open to reveal the marble ﬂoor that met the bottom
of their rather large staircase. She remained stationary in hesitance for
several moments before her foot stepped up to meet the marble.
Inside, the house was dirty; at least she saw it that way. In the TV
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her eyes. She squinted, away and down—then at him—and then quickly
switched towards what was outside again. “We should plant a garden on
the side of the house, you know, next to the big lilac bush we have… that
soil would hold some ﬂowers up nicely.” “If that’s what you want...” He
realized he could have chosen better words, “Yeah of course, I’ll go into
town tomorrow.”
She closed oﬀ the opportunity for more conversation by replying
with a “hmm.” Her thoughts on the garden were meant to be rhetoric in
a sense; she hadn’t been expecting a response. Silence. After some time a
slice of muﬀed noise escaped, “mmhm.” He cleared his throat.
His desire for conversation was obvious, and then since no words
were further exchanged, turned to almost awkwardness. He ﬂicked his
wrist to upright the silver watch he had received as a 5-year anniversary
gift last year. He remembered all the trouble he had gone through that
night; to book a spot at a very nice restaurant, finding a last minute babysitter, make sure the ﬂowers stayed fresh on his drive home from work
etc. She had given him this beautiful watch and in return he had given
her a locket, inscribed with a message that would be useless now.
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room, the first room on the left, blankets were unfolded, draped over
the armrests of the sofa; one had slouched over and was now halfway
on the ﬂoor with the body of a stuﬀed giraﬀe sticking out from under
it. An empty wine glass with the purple residue lining the bottom stood
perched on the coﬀee table from the night before. She lifted it from its
place and headed into the kitchen where she found her husband digging for a beer next to a sink holding unwashed dishes. The clank of the
bottles ridded the room of the silence that had been hovering over the
two of them for some time. What a familiar sound—kshht pop!—he oﬀed the top of his beer—ooovvt—slid the garbage out of it’s hiding, and
threw the top into the opening. He had done this so many times, it was
all the same; same movement, same sounds, same beer. “I’m gonna do a
little work in the den, do you need me for anything?” He paused to ask
this before exiting the kitchen. Same routine. “No, thanks.”
She started with the dishes, picking up one after another, rinsing it,
and placing it in the dishwasher. Plate—rinse—washer, again, up—rinse
—down. When there were only a few pots left in the sink, the ones that
needed to be hand wash, she stopped. She placed her hands on the rim of
the countertop, and placing her weight on it, half held herself up. Fingers
curled over the sink, loosening in grip… she slid downwards onto her
knees. Then back onto her bottom, leaning farther to rest her back up
against the cabinet that was hiding the trash bin.
She must have sat there for 15 minutes or so before reaching upwards, her hand peeking over the island’s counter, feeling around for
the glass she had left there with the purple residue still in it. Her hand
fumbled around above her head a little before landing on the cool rim of
the glass. She scooted it closer to the edge of the counter until it was in
full reach, grabbed it, and drew it in close to her chest. Leaning forward
she reached with one arm for the opposing counter in front of her, curled
her fingers over the rim of the sink, grabbed tight and hoisted herself up
slowly.
Family pictures were sprawled across the mantle over the wine cabinet. The pictures had been professionally taken to ensure the very best to
capture the happy moments they shared as a family.
She reached out for the closest bottle of wine and snatched it from
its resting place, and with the corkscrew conveniently placed next to
the bottles, she oﬀ-ed the top. She had always liked the sound that the
pressured cork had made in it’s escape for air—ever since she was a teen
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***
With the lights oﬀ you could make out the silhouettes of two stilled
bodies—one of which was asleep, the other not. She did not want to
sleep, for that would mean tomorrow would come—and then the next
day. The cycle of life would indubitably continue without a momentary
pause for reﬂection, a concept she had never before given much thought
to.
He lay asleep. She lay awake, squeezing her eyes close as if trying to
induce a serenade of dreams yet they would not come to her rescue. Both
bodies faced right in the dark; his arm wrapping over and blanketing
hers, his hand holding hers—their fingers, intertwined like vines.
Little time passes and his body jerks, drawing him closer to comatose
while her eyes waste time outlining things on the wall. They view the
family photos decorating the nightstand, the clothes she left behind on
the ﬂoor, the little blue slippers awaiting feet but left in the corner… Their
fingers have since untangled and his hand has left hers; their bodies have
shifted to a new pose. Her legs remained trapped between his knees, his
hand now resting on her thigh, but their upper bodies lay untouched by
each other.
More time passes and they face opposite now. She could hear his
breathing. She could feel her heart. She wishes she could touch him,
awaken him, use him for comfort, but she dares no disturbance, no. It’s
silly how she can feel so lonely even next to him. Instead she fingers with
the locket warmed by her body and traces over the letter “M” in “Mother” before slumber finally beckons her to sanctuary.
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and her mother had given her her first glass she had linked that sound
to mature dinner conversations and pleasant company neither of which
would be provided for her tonight. She started by pouring herself a little
glass that was then drank while her hand was still holding the bottle; she
then poured another glass, fuller than the previous one. She set the bottle
down then returned herself to the raw seating the ﬂoor oﬀered. There
she would finish two more glasses before allowing her body to carry her
weight up the stairs and into her bedroom, passing a diﬀerent room on
the left with shadowed blue walls that no longer had a purpose.
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Phantasm

by Katie Reuning
CHARACTERS

MAN Main character.
WIFE Man’s wife.
SANITY: Man’s imaginary friend. Wife’s imaginary friend.
HOPE: Man’s imaginary friend. Wife’s imaginary friend.
DOUBT: Man’s imaginary “friend”.
DELUSION: Man’s imaginary “friend”.
* Man and Wife’s Sanity and Hope are played by the same people but have diﬀerent costumes.
ACT I: SCENE I
MAN and WIFE walk out on stage holding hands. They are each holding a luggage bag with their free hand. They kiss and he strokes her hair.
They are catching a train at Grand Central Terminal in New York City.
The year is 1917 and the terminal has only been around for a few years.
The train arrives and they step into the train together. The stage is black.
The is a faint light in the background growing bigger every second. There
is a quiet train horn in the background. When the lights fills the whole
stage, there is a loud crash and the light goes out. MAN walks out on
stage looking dirty, disheveled and confused.
MAN
Hello? Is anybody here? (Pause) Where am I? How did I get here?
(Pause) Darling? Are you here? DARLING?! (Sighs in defeat.)
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HOPE and SANITY enter.

Hello! (Man jumps, surprised.)

Who are you?

HOPE

MAN

And I’m your sanity.

What?

HOPE
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I’m your hope.

SANITY

MAN

HOPE
We’re your friends. Here to help you through anything.
MAN
(looks suspicious) Where... where am I?

You’re in Limbo.

SANITY

MAN
Limbo? But how is that possible? I was just on the train with my
wife.
SANITY
Well, the most logical answer to that question is that you died.
MAN
I DIED?! But I don’t understand. How did I die? And why
haven’t I gone to Heaven? And where is my wife? We were on the
same train. (Man starts to hyperventilate.)

SANITY
You’re in Limbo and not Heaven because you have some unfinished business.
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HOPE
I’m not sure how you died, but maybe your wife is still alive.
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MAN
The only unfinished business I have is not being with my wife.

Then she must be here.

SANITY

MAN
How am I supposed to find her?
HOPE
We can help you! We’ll find her in no time!
MAN
Well! (with impatience) Lets start!
HOPE
Think, if you were alone in Limbo, where would you go?

I am alone in Limbo.

Then where would you go?

MAN

SANITY

MAN
I guess I would go home, back to our apartment in New York
City.
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Let’s Go!

HOPE

SANITY and HOPE each put an arm around MAN and lead him oﬀ
stage.
SCENE II
MAN, SANITY and HOPE enter the stage. The stage is now an early
1900’s New York City apartment.

MAN
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Darling, are you here?

HOPE
I bet she is in the kitchen. I’ll go check.
MAN looks around for a moment.
SANITY
If I was your wife, I would be changing into my prettiest dress.
I’ll go check the bedroom.
MAN
Honey? Are you here? Darling?
MAN stands in the living room, looking around. Hope and Sanity come back in.

Maybe she is hiding?

HOPE

MAN
My wife would not be hiding from me.

She must have left.

SANITY

MAN
I guess that is possible, but where would she go?

SANITY
(ignoring HOPE) What is her favorite place to go?
MAN
I don’t know... the house she grew up in?
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HOPE
I bet she stepped out to go buy you a present!
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Great! Let’s go!

HOPE

Stage goes dark again.
SCENE III
MAN, HOPE and SANITY enter the stage. The stage is all black again.
MAN is looking depressed.
MAN
We have searched everywhere and I still can’t find my wife!
WHERE IS MY WIFE?!
MAN falls to his knees. DOUBT and DELUSION enter from the darkness
of the stage. They approach MAN. MAN stands up from the ﬂoor.

You’re wife is not here.

You never had a wife.

DELUSION

DOUBT

HOPE
That’s not true! She’s here! I know it!
SANITY
You remember having a wife, so she must be here. Why else
would you still be in Limbo?
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DELUSION
Don’t listen to them. Listen to us, your delusion.
DOUBT
And your doubt. We are your real friends, not them.
HOPE
No, we are your real friends! Don’t listen them!
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SANITY
We were the ones that have searched high and low for your wife
with you. We never abandoned the search.
DELUSION
But you have yet to find her, and weren’t you just saying that you
looked everywhere.
DOUBT
They said that you’re stuck in Limbo because you have not found
your wife. But the real reason you’re here is that she never existed.
MAN
How... how can that be? I love my wife, and what about all the
memories we shared?
DELUSION
You love the idea of having a wife. But in actuality she is fictional
character that you made up. (pause) Look around. Do you remember this place?
Man stops and looks around. The stage now becomes a little brighter and
reveals a train station.
MAN
Am... I at Grand Central Terminal?

We should leave.

This is where you died.

MAN

DELUSION
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No. Why am I here?

SANITY
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HOPE
I think we should keep looking for your wife. I know she is out
there.
MAN
Shhh.
Man acts as if he is recalling a memory.
MAN
You’re right. I did die here. Something went wrong with the train
and we crashed.
DOUBT
You died alone. You never had a wife. She was never with you on
that train.
SANITY
Don’t listen to them! They’re wrong!
HOPE
Don’t lose hope now! We’re so close. I can feel it!
MAN
No. They’re right. I was alone that day the train crashed.
HOPE begins to cry. SANITY holds HOPE.
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SANITY
You’ve completely gone insane and you lost all faith. I can see
that you no longer need our services. Goodbye.
MAN watches HOPE and SANITY walk oﬀ stage.
MAN
My wife was never real. Oh my God. My WIFE was never real!
MAN crumbles to the ground in grief. Begins to cry.
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DELUSION
Your mind’s eye was corrupting your reality. You were tired of
being alone, so you created a wife.
DOUBT
She was just a figment of your imagination.
MAN
(still crying) Now what do I do?

We’ll take care of you.

DELUSION

DOUBT and DELUSION pick MAN up oﬀ the ﬂoor and carry him oﬀ
the stage. About a minute later MAN’s wife walks on stage. She is accompanied by her own HOPE and SANITY. She seems to be looking for
something.

Darling? Darling?!

WIFE

SANITY
It would make sense that he would come back to the place where
you both died.
HOPE
He’s around here somewhere. I just know it! We’ll find him!
WIFE
Oh darling. I’ll never stop looking for you, not even until the end
of time.
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Stage goes black.
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The Opportunity

Commonthought

I’m on the bus. I take the bus now because it goes from my block right
to Boston Medical Center. It’s cheaper to pay for the bus than to pay for
the gas it takes to drive from my house to Boston Medical Center. So I
take the bus.
I don’t have a Charlie Card. I just pay sixty cents. I always have spare
change. I could get a discount because I’m a senior citizen, but I don’t
want to carry another plastic credit card, Charlie Card thing.
I was at Boston Medical Center having a routine checkup, and I have
to catch the bus home further down the block. The bus schedule says the
next bus is coming at 6:45, its 6:23. There’s a McDonald’s down the block,
I’m going to get a coﬀee in there and come back to the bus stop. I have
enough time. It’s the middle of November. We have a cold front from
Canada coming in and its making the air crisp and it’s the kind of cold
out that makes the inside of my nostrils dry all the way down into my
lungs. It is the kind of dry that I felt when I was in Berlin during the war.
And it’s already dark out.
But that’s beside the point.
I get a regular coﬀee and start my walk back to the bus stop. Its 6:37.
To get to the bus stop I have to walk in front of that filthy rehab. I just
don’t know why they put that right next to the hospital. There are a few
of those winos at the bus stop, coming out from their daily detox.
One of them actually asks me, this scrawny little Southie guy, he asks
me if he can have some change for the bus. And I did have the change,
because I always have spare change. So, I’m feeling good tonight, I had
a good checkup, so I reach into my pocket and grab some change. But
when my hand is in my pocket, this scrawny little Southie guy socks
me in my face. Fifty years ago that wouldn’t have made me ﬂinch, but
I’m not as wily as I once was. It knocks me back and I grab my nose. He
punches me again, in my gut. The hit knocks me over the curb. The bus
pulls up, and I’m pinned under the bus.
Like one blink to the next, the next second I opened my eyes I’m
standing at the Gates of Heaven. St. Peter, looking for all the world like
a prayer card my Mary has in her bible, is standing at the front of those
pearly gates.
He comes over and says to me, “Harry Fitzgerald, you are at the

by Katherine Strumm
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Gates of Heaven.”
“How the hell did I get here?”
St. Peter looks to me and says, “You died. You were run over by bus.”
My jaw hits the ﬂoor. What does he mean I’m dead?
“Fate decided you were to be killed by the bus, but God wanted for
you to be killed by the man at the bus stop.”
Horrified. I am absolutely horrified.
“Considering the error, I would like to oﬀer you one last day on earth
to be able to experience whatever you might have missed if your life had
ended the way it was intended.”
And just like that, I am back on the street.
I feel significantly diﬀerent. I have no pains, like the knot in my neck,
or my creaky knee. I stand up, but no one acknowledges me. The man
who was trying to murder me is there along with his junkie friends, and
he is looking completely bewildered. He bolts down Mass Ave. I start
jumping in front of his friends’ faces but their eyes don’t move from a
spot on the street. I turn around to follow the trail of their eyes and I see
the lower half of my body pinned under the wheel of a bus.
Well, there’s nothing I can do about it now. I’m dead.
I hear sirens blaring, but I already know what’s going to happen, so
I walk back to the McDonald’s. At least McDonald’s is closed away from
that dry, frigid air.
The EMTs load Harry Fitzgerald’s body into the back of an ambulance. He is
declared dead on arrival and is sent to the morgue at Boston Medical Center, the
same hospital he was in getting his routine checkup just an hour before. His personal items are collected into a quart sized Ziplock bag, and his insurance list is
pulled up on the hospital’s database. His emergency contact is called, his wife of
sixty-four years, Mary Fitzgerald. At 7:27 pm, Mary works her way through the
hospital foyer. She asks the information desk attendant directions to the morgue
and she is told to take the elevator to the ﬂoor labeled M. M, for morgue. That’s
clever.
She goes downstairs and a young man in blue scrubs asks her what her name
is and then guides her down the hallway. She is brought to a room, a stereotypical looking morgue, where everything is stainless steel. She sees the silhouette of
a body with a white sheet draped upon it. The attendant lifts the sheet and Mary
falls to her knees. She ﬁlls out appropriate paperwork and leaves.
At 8:15 she steps out into the brisk city night. She doesn’t have the heart to
immediately return home, so she walks to the McDonald’s.
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This last day sounds like an empty opportunity. What do I get out
of coming back after my death? No one can even see me. But, I always
just really liked to people-watch. I turn to look outside the window and
I see a familiar silhouette. My wife comes in and races for the bathroom.
I move to comfort her, and then remember that there isn’t any way for
me to interact with her. I have never felt any grief like this before. She
struggles with the bathroom doorknob, realizing that she needs a token
to get in. She goes into line to ask the cashier for a bathroom token and
orders a regular coﬀee. Coﬀee, my last drink.
She goes to the restroom, and I trail behind her. She collapses onto the
single bathroom’s toilet seat. I scream at Mary. I tried to get her attention.
I punch walls. I stomp around. I shake the doorknob. I do everything I
can to make her notice me. She doesn’t see me. She doesn’t hear me.
Harry spends the next twenty-two hours shadowing his wife through her
daily motions, trying to gain some sense of normalcy through the grief of his
death. He feels grief the way a celestial being can – inﬁnitely and perpetually.
He lives those next twenty-two hours trying to make his wife, his sons, and his
grandbabies acknowledge him. They don’t. They won’t see him until their mortal
end. But, he doesn’t know that. Harry is brought back to Heaven at the exact
predetermined time. He spends thirteen and a half months, a passing moment of
eternity, waiting for Mary to meet him in The Great Beyond

“Wheel of Time” by Mary Deane
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Dive

by Rachel Silva

She jumped.
The sheer look
of terror on her face
said it all.
Small dots and lines of green spread beneath her.
If I looked straight ahead
I could see
blue
and white wisps
of water colored clouds.
The curvature of the Earth
stood before me,
unable to cradle
her as she fell.
She turned into
her own dot beneath me,
blending in with the
green and
blue and
white.
I stepped out to the edge,
the wind slapping me into reality.
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I was next.
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Cutting Focaccia

by Christopher Monaco

One hand hurting the other,
right wounding left,
the thought of an accident
turned malicious considered.
Its serrated edge diving forward,
back and
then down through the focaccia bread
and Styrofoam plate.
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Surely if this happens between
two extremities,
a nightmare would be what
they could accomplish
acting together, as one ﬂuid motion
to make the day stop, the world freeze
and time not matter
for one fucking moment
to watch the blood,
And nothing but the blood,
as it is all that matters for
once, for now—the drops falling
onto a counter, grains without
an hourglass, displaced
when a hand draws
a knife from a drawer.
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The Ocean Gardener
by Reid Thibeault

You dreamt that among crests
Our hands bore the ocean
Pure vessels, vessels of growth
Even though I lacked the common
Courtesy of eye contact
Didn’t mean I hadn’t been
Listening, counting between your words
You taught me to waltz
In the headlights of your sisters car
The bay lifting the cold
The market with paved desert
Left us to our own means
I have rusted in your exile
Weathered patience reminds me
You’re a fickle anchor
Keeping me harbored by day
Lifeless to current by night
I cannot navigate home, to you
I’ll wait and hope that soon,
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The blood we move, is to
One heart, our heart.
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Come Hell or High Water
by Meaghan Lis

Debonair forfeited the game
long ago
leaving the stench
of decayed grandiose
in its wake.
He expected I would
collapse
like a condemned building
when the
edge of his teeth
snapped the
back of my heel
and Rome fell around us.
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I chose not to rebuild
out of spite, rather,
sinking
like all the times
I settled for
making love
instead of
making sense.
I evolved
into a hurricane.
Torrential downpour
in a series of
question marks
and exclamation points.
A crescendo
of back-handed compliments.
The levies broke,
and when the
spindrift sprayed
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his face I wondered
what he knew about
drowning
and
redemption
and if he ever
learned to swim
after treading water
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“Explosive Joy” by Matt DeRosier
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A Call to Arms
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The morning was cold and wet. The once welcoming field was now
caught within the veil of a thick fog, blown over from the dark marshes
nearby. The faint breeze was not enough to blow the fog away from the
encampment of Imperial soldiers, but was strong enough to bring it to
every nook and cranny of the camp, chilling every man to the bone and
making sleep a nearly impossible task. The breeze not only chilled the
men of the encampment but brought with it the stench of the marshes,
and many soldiers kept a rag dipped in rosewater across their faces to
block the stench. The trees leading to the marshes dripped with dew
and the moss ﬂourished upon the acidic ground beneath the shadowy
presence of the trees. The thick fog prevented the sentries of the Imperial camp from seeing far; in fact, any one soldier couldn’t see more than
twenty paces in any direction. It was on this foggy morning that the 2nd
Infantry Company of the Imperial Army would die.
Uck’tren slowly drew a barbed arrow from his quiver. His yew
longbow was a foot taller than him, a full eight feet in length. He drew
back on the string, the barbed head of the black arrow now a finger width
from the fully bent bow. Uck’tren was not alone in this act as the orcs he
led in Thrucktor’s name prepared to fire.
“Fire!” Uck’tren hissed, and he released his bow with an audible
twang magnified by the silence of the morning and its repetition resounded two hundred times over as the rest of the orcs that he led fired.
The dark missiles whispered into the fog with the sound of a strong
breeze. The Imperials continued to sleep unawares of the coming cloud
of death. The sound of arrows being pulled out of their quivers sounded
throughout the woods as the orcs hastily brought arrows to their bows
once more as the first wave of arrows descended upon the Imperial
camp. Screams filled the quiet morning as arrows pierced the tents and
the soldiers within them. Uck’tren’s bow released a second time with a
twang, leading another wave of dark arrows into the encampment.
Imperials ran about, unable to see their attackers as the land around
them was enshrouded by the shadow of the thick fog. To the keen-eyed
orcs, the frantically moving Imperial soldiers were mere shadows dancing in the fog, an easy target for the orcs who leveled their bows for
a third and final time, releasing another dark ﬂight of arrows, greatly

by Evan Reseska
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reducing the numbers of the much larger force. Uck’tren rose from his
position, hefting his spear and shield; he shifted his back, feeling the
sword that he had slung over his shoulder shift into a more comfortable
and secure position.
He waved his spear forward, a motion that was mimicked all through
the orc formation, as the signal spread like a wave so that the orcs at the
very end of the battle line would know and be ready. Uck’tren set forward at a swift trot; the sound of his footfalls were drowned out by the
sound of two hundred other pairs of feet moving forward as one. The
Imperial encampment was still in disarray and the soldiers focused on
the happenings behind the spear wall and not the happenings outside
of it: a fatal mistake. The wave of orcs shouldered aside the spears and
rushed the nearest tents, now running at a full charge, raising their spears
and preparing for the slaughter that was to come.
Soldiers screamed as they saw the coming wave; unprepared, unarmed, and unarmored, the soldiers were cut down like wheat before
a scythe. A horn sounded as a captain attempted to rally his troops but
was cut short as Uck’tren lunged forward and skewered the man upon
his spear. Uck’tren pulled free his spear, kicking aside the impaled captain and charged a group of men who were reeling their crossbows. He
descended upon them like a demon from the depths of hell; hacking and
slashing every which way, the group fell before the mighty orc as he cut
the crossbowmen to ribbons.
All through the encampment, Imperials fell to orc blades and spear
points as Uck’tren led his troops, rampaging throughout the camp.
Uck’tren bounded over a crate, landing atop a cowering boy who
squealed and tried frantically to scramble away. Uck’tren kicked out with
his boot, clipping the boy on the side of his head, knocking him out cold
and stepped over the body and continued his charge through the camp,
leaving the boy unconscious, but alive. The rest of the soldiers of the
camp had rallied and now held their own in a tight circle formation at
the center of the camp. Crates piled around them and shields raised, they
leveled and fired their crossbows at the orcs surrounding them.
Uck’tren grabbed a wooden crate and tipped it over as and arrow
slammed into its side. Using his heavy fists, he punched a hole in the
crate and wheat grain spilled out into his open palm. Putting his hand
through the hall, he lifted the heavy crate as if it were a shield and moved
it forward. From behind his new shield Uck’tren could see other orcs
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mimicking him, taking up crates or the much larger Imperial shields and
moving forward as one. Pikes pierced the crate as he drew nearer and
with a great heave, Uck’tren hurled the crate upwards, leaving the path
to the remaining soldiers clear. With a roar that could cow the mightiest
of lions, Uck’tren surged forward, his serrated sword leading the way,
plunging deep into the torso of a soldier. Uck’tren kicked the body free
of his ﬂamberge and punched his hilt forward, knocking one of the men
back as the orcs under his command followed his lead and rushed the
soldiers.
Wielding the mighty ﬂamberge in only one of his hands Uck’tren decimated the Imperial soldiers, dodging the swings of axes, and the long
reach of spears as he plunged his sword deep into the Imperials, swinging his armored fists into the thick press of bodies laying out a man with
only a single blow each. The Imperials fell before the orcs and were cut
down left and right and the massacre continued with frightening speed.
The once quiet morning soon returned to just that: a quiet morning.
Over six hundred Imperials lay dead upon the soft, wet grass; the fog
was beginning to thin and Uck’tren gazed over his troops.

“Untitled” by Stephen Speranza
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Rout the Queen

by Brendan Attridge

Well the maestros take on the abstemious states conducted out of time
And the promise land’s in reprimand and fallin’ out of line
But the time has come to come to see with fragrant hints of empathy and
If you’re blind then keep them shut
And if you’re not then you’re out of luck.
The pineapples now spring from its unwanted land
(THE MISSIONARIES THINK THEY’RE LENDING a hand)
But nah, forget the queen what could she possibly know?
(So let’s infect the lot and watch our seed grow)
This Land looks ripe,
These volcanoes are tight!
So now face the start of your demise!
Well land is ours the battles won
WE CAN’T WE WON’T
Become undone,
The leash is short, and shorts the key
To keeping control of the sea.
The trade is ours and laws our own
We will maintain our elitist throan
They stole your land and left you stuck, and the poor ol’ queen is FUCKED

Just give it time and you will see
It happened to you
and
It happens to me
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Well now Wilson has the ﬂoor
infectious words like an open sore
(EVERYTIME IT’S HEARD IT SPREADS)
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“The Business Giraﬀe” by Julia Kass
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Ekphrasis on “The Business Giraﬀe”
by Andrew Chenevert
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The smoky city night landscape
fuzzed amidst light leaked from blotted stars,
and the quickly scratched lines of buildings in the distance
are now behind him - he is thinking less and less of home.
This giraﬀe, towing a briefcase,
dressed in a business suit,
knows the sweet branches of an acacia tree are not lost.
He stands still under the streetlamp on the longest road in the city.
Rather than rush home he remains motionless,
Forgetting about his rent,
or his ever present wife, who nags him
to spend more time with his children.
He thinks of all the sunsets that he could have seen
when instead he huddled his neck over a cubicle
staring at a word processor.
Though the layer of pollution that always hovers in the air
may be toxic, and will eventually lead to his death,
at least the swirl of chemicals adds so much color to the sunset.
Pinks and oranges collide as he could never see them on the savanna.
And though he may be forced to walk on two feet, wear suits, and take
his lunch breaks
at the Mexican restaurants that line every street
of his city rather than eating from a nearby tree,
he has found a moment of contentment, standing under the glowing lamp,
that is ﬂeeting, but very real.
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“Ice and Fire” by Danielle DiFalco

by Michael Luna
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The Temptation of Miguel
And so you strike me with your Blade, (8)
Just as the Holy Light does fade (8)
From my Heart, now ﬁlled with Darkness (8)
Poured out by my soul’s abyss, (7)
But your Holy Blade is dull, Miguel. (9)
This wound—a mere scrape compared to the Hell (9)
Which I will inﬂict upon The LORD. (9)
Now, withdrew your “Holy” Flaming Sword! (9)
So, Lucy, you mock the Blade (7)
Forged from Our Father’s Great Love (7)
For All of His Creations (7)
Who praise His Great Throne Above? (7)
That I do, Brother Miguel. (7)
Listen to the One Who Fell (7)
Before all others, (5)
Be they Brothers— (4)
Or Sisters—who will not see (7)
Through the Lie fed by me (6)
To their minds of random thought. (7)
Their “allegiance” can be bought (7)
By any of the fabrics that compose this Dress (12)
Of My Darkness—this Beautiful Mess: (9)
Sins, Brother Miguel—Sins that even you (10)
Cannot resist, by whatever Virtue (10)
You may call upon to save (7)
Your weak soul from becoming my slave! (9)

What about Pride? (4)
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Well, test me then, Dear Lucy! (7)
I can withstand any wile (7)
That you use to challenge me . . . (7)
Let’s see Evil’s . . . ﬁghting style . . . (7)
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Something that no Man can hide, (7)
For it consumes the urge to boast— (8)
Of yourself, Fair Host. (5)
Though you are a mere Archangel to the LORD, (10)
You are the Commander, Wielding His Sword! (10)
Humbly I accept this Blade (7)
That I may uphold the Law. (7)
It is not for me to boast. (7)
Now, call oﬀ your Prideful Claw. (7)
Are you not Envious of me, Miguel— (10)
The Sov’reign Mistress of Hell, (7)
Whose Beauty as you say shone ‘most as bright (10)
As The Lamb and Dove on any Night— (9)
Or Day that He so chose to Make? (8)
I truly hope for your sake, (7)
That Envy will implore you to act (9)
As General of Hell’s Demonic pack! (10)
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I don’t Envy you, Lucy, (7)
Whose Beauty is indeed fair . . . (7)
But in Kindness I must ask: (7)
Withdraw your Envious Stare! (7)
Are you Angry then, Brother? (7)
Rage like none other (5)
Must have spawned within your Heart. (7)
For I play no part (5)
In your life now, besides the one (8)
Whose Light enrages even the Sun! (9)
A few moments ago, you spoke of Wrath . . . (10)
Does that not mean that in a bath (8)
Of my blackened blood you now seek (8)
To prove you are strong, and I am weak? (9)
Wrath is not a Sin when it (7)
Is employed from God to you, (7)
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His Woeful Adversary! (7)
In me, Patience . . . Wrath, in you! (7)
Is it Sloth I see in you, Miguel? (9)
That you would not challenge Hell (7)
Because of your lack of . . . motivation (10)
To thwart my invasion (6)
Of the Mountainous Heights of Heaven’s Realm (10)
And approach the Helm (5)
Of this Celestial Ship, (7)
That I may cause it to tip (7)
And plunge into the Sea of Flame (8)
And wither to Ash, so you may blame (9)
Me, and not assume the role that you hold— (10)
Foolish Son of Tyrant Old? (7)
As the Commander of the Host (7)
Of Heaven’s Army, I say: (7)
Call oﬀ this vile Fog of Sloth! (7)
Diligence drives me each day! (7)
Can you not be tempted by Greed, (8)
Something that all Men need— (6)
For gold and jewels, scepters and crowns, (8)
To rule over kingdoms made up of towns, (10)
Filled with treasures of peasants— (7)
Pitiful pheasants (5)
Who cling to the coins that melt in the Flames of Hell? (12)
Can you not see, Miguel? (6)
I can give you all the riches of Earth Below. (12)
Denounce Our Father—then we may go! (9)

You’ve fed upon the Tyrant’s Love, I feel. (10)
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Hoard the treasures for oneself? (7)
Such a Greedy thought, Lucy! (7)
Charity prompts Men to give— (7)
And thus so, act more like He. (7)
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But now I oﬀer another meal! (9)
Gorge yourself, Brother Miguel, upon the pleasure of food! (14)
Are you in a Gluttonous mood? (9)
Then, I shall mix a batter formed from all the animals and fruit, (16)
Leaves and vines shall then take root (7)
At the bottom of the bowl . . . (7)
I will pour the batter into Hell’s Soul— (10)
The Furnace, where the Flames shall bake (8)
This glop of Sin into a cake, (8)
Lifting the cake from out the Pit, (8)
Upon its surface, candles lit, (7)
Protruding from the frosting as white (9)
As the Beatiﬁc Light! (7)
Will you dine on this cake of Sin? (8)
Can our reign now begin? (6)
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Have you lost your Temperance? (7)
To dine upon such a cake . . . (7)
To murder all animals . . . (7)
And for all the fruit to take . . . (7)
Lucy, you have lost the Way. (7)
Six Sins you have thus unleashed. (7)
What is the Seventh, Sister? (7)
Which made you into a Beast? (7)
All I have now . . . is Lust . . . 6)
For Men . . . it is a must! (6)
For behold my curves, (5)
Which destroy Men’s nerves (5)
And wreck the homes of Love, (6)
Which the One Who Dwells Above (7)
Has ordained. (3)
Though they abstained (4)
From Pleasures before their Night of Wedded Bliss . . . (11)
No Man can resist my thighs, my bust, nor my Lustful Kiss! (14)
So, My Dear Brother Miguel— (7)
Behold the Mistress of Hell, (7)
Stripped of her Dress of Sin . . . (6)
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Shall Our Reign Begin? (5)
Shall I be the Queen of Hell . . . (7)
And you become . . . the King, Miguel? (7)
Lucy, you have given up (7)
Your final spark of Light! (6)
By oﬀering me . . . yourself . . . (7)
You’ve already lost this fight! (7)
I am the Chaste Commander (7)
Of Father’s Army of Hosts. (7)
Be gone now from Heaven’s Planes! (7)
Let you and your Sins now roast! (7)
Fine then, Miguel! (4)
Send me to Hell! (4)
But before I go, (5)
Watch as I grow (4)
Into a Dragon of crimson scales! (9)
Listen to the future wails (7)
Of damned souls as they boil in the Pit, (9)
My gurg’ling stomach, now alit (8)
With the very Flames of Hell! (7)
Think you now, Miguel, (5)
That you can slay this Dragoness, (8)
Now that she has torn her Dress (7)
And bore her ample breast (6)
To your Sword of Heaven’s Crest? (7)

“Who is Like God?” you say? (6)
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Lustful Dragon, now be slain! (7)
My Sword now pierces your Heart! (7)
Outpours the Darkness within, (7)
Splitting Heaven’s Planes apart! (7)
Behold, Lucy, the Inferno—into which you now Fall! (14)
Remember, it was Miguel (7)
Who slew the Dragon Lucy (7)
And cast her down into Hell! (7)
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A foolish question for this Day (8)
As I tumble from the Heights. (7)
Shall I call upon Sinful frights? (8)
As I fall, I swipe my tail, (7)
Causing a present wail, (6)
Belonging to my Breth’ren Hosts! (8)
Our Father, who has “Loved” me most, (8)
Know this as I Fall, taking my Brothers—with me: (12)
At last, I am Free! (5)
No longer will I bow and sing— (8)
Your Arias in my ears still ring! (9)
And no longer will I prostrate myself—before the Throne. (14)
To Eden I’ll go . . . on my own! (8)
I’ll claw my way up from the Pit Below— (10)
The World will, at last, my Plan know: (8)
To spread the Lie I know so well— (8)
To transform the Earth into Man’s . . . Hell . . . (9)

“The Monster” by Rachael Brennskag
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“Our destiny is in the stars.
So let’s go and search for it.”
by Rachel Simon
The first time I swooned over you,
I was thirteen, eyes full of stars,
You said you liked science fiction too,
And years later as we ride oﬀ on our Massachusetts Ave. sunset,
Your knees bump against mine on the 96.
We go see a movie in Davis for barely ten dollars,
You wear a tophat and I wear a police girl costume, how Gallfraian of us,
And you kiss me on the mouth,
Just as the credits roll.
Time swishes around in my mouth,
And I dream of a traveling blue police box,
As we fall asleep holding hands.
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“Black and White, Church” by Matt DeRosier
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March of the Penguin
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Ask any Catholic school student and they will be able to regale you
with countless stories of ‘super-powered’ Nuns. Their abilities may include, but are certainly not limited to: Xray vision, superhuman strength,
ESP, lie detection, telekinesis, and possibly invisibility (although such
an ability has never been confirmed, it is wildly believed that Nuns can
transcend most laws of time and space).
Even those whose familiarity with the Catholic Church is limited to
pop-cultural quips and quotes know that Nuns are creatures of habit
(har). Controlled, regimented, and organized, they are machine-like in
their demeanor. I once watched a Nun crank out 37 consecutive rosaries
without so much of an inﬂection in her voice—no cough, no clearing of
the throat, no dry white crusties in the corner of the mouth, simply the
same rhythmic droning: ten “Hail Mary’s” a “Glory Be” and an “Our
Father.” No pauses, no white shit, no sweat— just prayer. Occasionally
I’d slip into daydream-land and imagine that our otherwise unassuming
principal Sister Fern would, mid-Glory Be, creep her nimble fingers up
her weathered face and sinking her nails into her cheek, tear oﬀ her sagging mask of “ﬂesh,” revealing a metallic skull punctuated by an infrared
eye. The way that woman ‘rosaried’ left little doubt that Fern had indeed
been sent back in time to terminate me.
Fortunately (or perhaps unfortunately) this never did occur. But
imagine my astonishment when on an ordinary Wednesday, at the conclusion of Social Studies class, in dragged Sister Fern’s wobbly frame.
It was common for the specter-like Fern to mysteriously appear on the
playground, in the lunchroom, or outside of the bathrooms, but in a classroom? During a lesson? It was unprecedented and, as such, not particularly Nunlike. When the lesson concluded, with me finally accepting that
Albany and Harrisburg were in fact the capitals of their respective states,
Mr. Rohrman declared that we would be taking a sojourn from our studies. Not entertaining questions as to ‘why’ we were departing from our
natural schedule, Fern quickly separated the boys and girls.
This separation was particularly devastating for Joshua Nunes and
Melissa Coppa who, just that afternoon in the milk room, had declared
their unbridled love for one another. With the girls were being herded
out, their eyes betrayed that love, as Nunes squeezed Melissa’s hand for

by Mark Mazzenga
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what had the potential to be the very last time. “I’ll be back,” Fern coolly
stated, leading the fairer sex out of the classroom.
Fifth grade had certainly been no walk in the park. I had grown two
inches taller, yes, but the peach-fuzz ‘stache, cracking voice, and added
fifteen pounds weren’t making me any more friends. And now this. Fifth
grade and never been kissed. I couldn’t accept that there may not be a
Melissa Coppa in my future, nor could I accept that the future of my burgeoning libido all rested on the shoulders of Fern.
Soon after the girls were ‘dismissed’, Mr. Rohrman turned oﬀ the
lights, and in his raspy, baritone smoker-voice he asked Joey Smeals to
lower the shades. It was in the dark that my mind began to get the best
of me. Why had I never heard mention of Mr. Rohrman’s wife? And why
is it that he could relate all life lessons to a Broadway musical? Who was
this “Cher” woman whom he constantly prattled on about? And why
was he holding hostage a dark, sealed room full of borderline pubescent
boys? Time stood still as Rohrman paced the front of the room, tidying
up chalk on the blackboard ledge, fixing maps—he was stalling, but for
what we did not yet know. Moments later, yet another plot twist. The
door groaned opened and an uncomfortable Rohrman greeted the 14
sixth grade boys whose furrowed brows and darting eyes suggested a
confusion and panic that was keenly familiar. ‘This’ was clearly bigger
than I had imagined.
Once the sixth grade boys took their seats Rohrman wheeled in a
fairly sizeable T.V. equipped with a VCR. The bulky piece of equipment
spoke in loud creaks and cricks, much like an ancient catapult being set
into place. When the television had finally come to rest Mr. Rohrman
nervously lectured the class: “I would like to remind all of you that you
are now in fifth and sixth grade, and that as fifth and sixth graders more
is expected of you. You are the leaders of our Middle School and any
behavior that may have been tolerated in the Lower School will not be
so today.” His tone softened, “That being said, today we’d like to discuss
with you a topic of particular importance. You have all been taking Family Values for some time now…”
Those two words - Family Values - were enough for me to seize up
with a feeling of absolute dread.
Family Values was Catholic school code for “Sex Education,” but being of the Catholic variety, it always fell just short. This year we had been
introduced to the concept of “dating” and I was forced to “call” Lacy
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Chevalier (using a blackboard eraser) and ask her out on a date. This was
particularly humiliating because 1) I was pressing an eraser against my
ear, 2) Lacy Chevalier was the fifth grade equivalent of Rhea Perlman,
3) I was actually nervous, and 4) I was rejected (let us not forget about
aforementioned peach fuzz ‘stache’). Family Values signaled to me that I
should expect some draconian Catholic ritual that involved paddling and
candles. The reality of our situation, however, was much, much worse.
I looked over to Nunes who was feverishly scribbling away in his
notebook, pausing only momentarily to blow away shards of renegade
graphite. He struck me as a man possessed. Because of the lighting I
couldn’t make out exactly what he was scrawling, but if I had to guess I
imagine the first few words were something along the lines of, “Melissa
if you find this….” This message in a bottle tactic wasn’t necessarily a
bad idea, for I was quite sure that even if we were to survive, none of us
would be the same men after this experience.
With the faintest touch of a button, the VCR whirred like Vesuvius
coming to life, hungrily eating the clumsy VHS tape. I’m sure what followed was a professionally edited video, but the movie that played in
my mind was nothing more than an assortment of dizzying images and
sounds. Elevator-like music, accompanied by cartoons, things inﬂating
and deﬂating, young boys confessing to the most secretive of acts. A la
Clockwork Orange, I was forced to digest all sorts of new vocabulary. Tales
of menstruation, erections, seminal ﬂuids, and the unexpected and unwelcome ‘wet dream’ poured into my head. Despite the comforting use
of the words ‘perfectly natural’, I had my doubts. The long term eﬀects of
the last hour and a half of material would not be known for many years
to come, but if that afternoon’s Madlibs was any indication:
Shopping at the Mall
Herpes and I went shopping at the mall today in Vulva. We
drove a vibrator so we could get there fast!
It was a horny day to go shopping. We got 69 bargains! We
bought a boner to decorate the boner room with and boners as a
present for my mom. We also got some hard semen for the yard.
When Chlamydia saw what I bought at the Video Expo they said,
“boners!” I was very lust about that. That’s ok, though. Once I
saw the boxers they bought for their boiler room I couldn’t stop
laughing. Especially since they paid $69 for it! We ended up eat-
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It would be all downhill from here.
When the VCR abruptly clicked oﬀ, I couldn’t wrestle from my mind
the image of me innocently lying in bed, rubbing the sleepies out of my
eyes only to find that I was trapped in a web of my own ‘seminal ﬂuid’.
Oh indeed what a tangled web we weave!
Only the steely voice of Sister Fern snapped me back to reality.
‘Any questions?’ she asked.
My inner monologue screamed, “Yeah, where the hell did you come
from and how much of this have you seen?” I thought it best, though, to
preserve the mystery of her powers.
Silence.
Followed byExtended Silence.
It wasn’t until Donnie Serpa finally turned to Mr. Rohrman and asked
if, “That was all true?” that we finally realized that we were indeed still
capable of forming sounds.
“Is any of what true?” Mr. Rohrman nervously hissed.
“THAT!” You know, like the wet dream stuﬀ.”
God bless you Donnie Serpa.
“Well—-errr.” Rohrman stumbled.
Fern, sensing his vulnerability, interjected from the back of the room,
“You know children, I haven’t always been a Nun….”
‘Quick’ was not a word people used to describe fifth grade me, but
even then, after having let that statement sit for a few seconds, I realized
the implications of her suggestion. What had I done to be cursed with images of her leathery skin being pressed up against another man—another
man like…Father Ray? Father Ray and Sister Fern take your crooked
teeth, liver spots, and scoliosis from my thoughts!
While my two fingers repeatedly blew a gaping hole in my head, Fern
continued, “…and
I know that these facts of life are true.”
Horrible.
“You are becoming men now.”
Ok better…
“You may want to consider using a jock strap to prevent embarrass-
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ing whipped cream in the food court before we came home.
Today was a really hard day at the mall!
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ing moments from occurring.”
Jock straps? I recall something being said about them in our ‘movie’,
something about removing all the vital inner organs through the urethra
before swaddling the penis in cloth. (It was rather unfortunate that the
Family Values video took place immediately at the end of Social Studies.)
Was she trying to suggest I ‘lock’ my junk away? Like the biblical Samson
I knew it would resist, rolling, straining, bursting forth, defiant until the
end. Just like Nunes and Melissa, it was just now ‘coming into its own’
and I would not let it metaphorically or literally be squashed. I would go
home and confront my mother. Iwould argue with her until she understood reason. No matter what, I would not bend.
I came home that evening and filibustered for about an hour, recounting every detail of that day, leaving no stone unturned. I would make my
mother understand that I could not emotionally or physically handle the
restraining and oppressive nature of a jock strap. Slamming my fist down
onto the marbleized Formica counter, like a prosecutor making a closing argument, I dug deep. I had done my research. I felt confident I had
made my case.
And then it happened… a whimper, a toot, a gentle tee-hee that eventually crescendoed into a full out guﬀaw.
“A jock strap?!!? Did she really tell you that?”
Confused, but still defensive, I responded, “Well… YES.”
My mother toppled over in excruciating laughter, a victim of her own
twisted sense of humor. Finally, when she was able to fill her lungs with
enough oxygen, she told me that a jock strap would not be necessary but
that she particularly enjoyed the references to the Pilgrims, Marmaduke,
and Ali/Foreman’s Rumble in the Jungle
Later in my room, I contemplated the day’s events from the first bell
to the conversation with my mother, looking for patterns, some hidden
code, a tip-oﬀ of some sort. Frequently I would hear the Nuns reference
stories that dealt with ‘testing one’s faith’ like Job or Abraham. Perhaps
this was exactly what they were talking about. Was I willing to girder my
loins for God? If so, would an angel swoop down and clutch my hands
moments before the deed was done? I suppose I’ll never know.
The next afternoon at lunch, Nunes and Melissa broke it oﬀ. Word
on the street was that Melissa’s parents disapproved of her having a
boyfriend at such a young age. I suspected that in reality she just wasn’t
prepared to commit herself to a man who tethered his penis to his pel-
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“Figure 4” by Elisa Pompeo
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vis. Where is the future in that? From time to time I still wake up in the
middle of the night, cold sweat streaming down my face, with visions of
Sister Fern strapping a phallic-shaped Poe-inspired torture device to my
pelvis. Feeling particularly tense, I do what any good Catholic would. I
thank God for his gift. In the time it takes one to say ten Hail Mary’s, a
Glory Be, and an Our Father, I rub one out.
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Signs of Winter
by KB Ballentine
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Crisp wind in the evenings
Darkness falling early
Crickets quieting in the fog
Frost bristling in a pink dawn
Rust tracing the maples

“Winter” by Kristiana Letourneau

